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Abstract

According to popular and literary tradition, when the Maml‚k period poet al-B‚◊¬r¬
(d. 694-6/1294-7) was stricken with semi-paralysis that confounded his physicians,
he turned in despair to compose a poem of praise to the Prophet MuΩammad (mad¬Ω
nabaw¬). He then saw the Prophet in a dream and recited the poem to him, upon
which the Prophet bestowed his mantle (burdah) upon him, and the poet awoke
miraculously cured. The present study argues that the story of the miraculous cure,
the talismanic uses of various verses of the Burdah, and the extraordinary power of
the poem to generate a vast body of imitations, expansions, translations and com-
mentaries, cannot be understood except through a literary analysis of the text of the
poem itself. After analyzing the structural and generic differences between the
Burdah and the Sufi ghazal of Ibn al-F®ri¥ of which it is technically a contrafaction
(muÆ®ra¥ah), this study argues that the overall ritual-poetic structure of the Burdah,
as contained in Parts 1-3 and 9-10 of the poem, is that of the supplicatory pane-
gyric ode as practiced by such poets as the pre-Islamic al-N®bighah al-Dhuby®n¬ or
the poet of the Prophet, KaÆb ibn Zuhayr. It then proceeds to demonstrate that the
Burdah exhibits the same structural elements as the supplicatory qa◊¬dat al-madΩ:
1) Lyric-Elegiac Prelude (nas¬b); 2) Self-Abasement; 3) Praise of the One
Supplicated (mamd‚Ω); and 4) Supplication (including benediction). It notes that in
post-classical mad¬Ω nabaw¬ the mamd‚Ω is no longer of this world, and therefore
the ritual exchange between poet and patron is essentially a spiritual one: what the
supplicant is asking for is shaf®Æah, the intercession of the Prophet on the Day of
Judgment. The myth of the miraculous cure then serves, above all, as a symbol, a
physical sign of a spiritual transformation or cure, that is, of the poem’s ritual and
spiritual efficacy. Taking these stories literally, believers engaged the poem, as text
and talisman, to procure a wide range of physical and spiritual boons.
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146 SUZANNE PINCKNEY STETKEVYCH

Introduction: The Power of the Poem

In the Egyptian scholar Ibr®h¬m ibn MuΩammad al-B®j‚r¬’s (d. 1276/1860)
º®shiyah (gloss) of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah,1 we read of the following applica-
tions of selected verses:

Vv. 1-2:

The beneficial property of these two verses is that if you write them on a cup,
that is, a glass, and dissolve them in rainwater and then give this drink to an
untrainable or intractable beast, it will become tractable, docile and quick to
learn. And if you have a foreign slave who is slow to learn Arabic, write
these two verses on a piece of gazelle parchment, hang it on his right arm,
and he will speak Arabic in no time. (al-B®j‚r¬, p. 5)

Vv. 3-7:

If a man is suspicious of his wife, daughter or female relative, he should
write these verses on a citron leaf and put it on her left hand as she sleeps.
If he then puts his ear to her mouth, she will tell him everything that she has
done in his absence, whether good or bad. Similarly, if he suspects someone
of stealing from him, let him write these verses on a tanned frog skin, then
take the tongue of the frog and put it in the skin, then hang the skin around
the suspect’s neck, and, out of surprise, he will confess immediately. (al-
B®j‚r¬, p. 9)

manuscripts; and the College Arts & Humanities Institute of Indiana University for providing
me with a course-release research fellowship for Fall semester 2005 to continue my work on
this project.

1 Ibr®h¬m ibn MuΩammad al-B®j‚r¬ al-Kharp‚t¬, H®dh® Kit®b º®shiyat Ibr®h¬m al-B®j‚r¬
al-Kharp‚t¬ . . . Æal® matn al-Burdah li . . . al-B‚◊¬r¬ ([Istanbul]: n.p., 1290 [1872]). According
to Juynboll, it is a gloss (Ω®shiyah) on al-Mu◊annifak’s (d. 875/1470) commentary on the
Burdah [(Th. W. Juynboll, “B®dj‚r¬, MuΩammad Ibr®h¬m,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, New
Edition (Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1986-2002) (hereafter, EI2)] . The wide influence and popularity
of al-B®j‚r¬’s º®shiyah is attested not only by the many printings [see, for example, D®r al-
Kutub al-Mi◊riyyah, Fihris al-Kutub al-ÆArabiyyah, (Cairo: MaflbaÆat D®r al-Kutub al-
Mi◊riyyah, 1345/1927), Pt. 3, pp. 80-81], but also Zak¬ Mub®rak’s remarks in his formative
1935 study of mad¬Ω nabaw¬, that the ulam®æ of al-Azhar used to hold classes on al-B®j‚r¬’s
º®shiyat al-Burdah every Thursday and Friday that were very popular with the students,
although they were not required [Zak¬ Mub®rak, Al-Mad®æiΩ al-Nabawiyyah f¬ al-Adab al-
ÆArab¬ (Cairo: Mu◊flafá al-B®b¬ al-ºalab¬, 1354/1935), p. 164]. A fundamental source for
mad¬Ω nabaw¬ is Y‚suf ibn Ism®æ¬l al-Nabh®n¬ (d. 1350/1932), Al-Majm‚Æah al-Nabh®niyyah
f¬ al-Mad®æiΩ al-Nabawiyyah, 4 vols. (Beirut: D®r al-Kutub al-ÆIlmiyyah, n.d.) [Repr. of
Beirut: Al-MaflbaÆah al-Adabiyyah, 1903]. See also, MaΩm‚d ÆAl¬ Makk¬, Al-Mad®æiΩ al-
Nabawiyyah (Cairo: Al-Sharikah al-Mi◊riyyah al-ÆIlmiyyah lil-Nashr/Longman, 1991). All
translations from the Arabic in this study are my own.
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V. 8:

The virtue of this verse is that whoever repeats it after the evening prayer
until he is overcome by sleep will see [the Prophet MuΩammad] Mu◊flaf®,
may All®h bless him and give him peace, in his sleep, if All®h the Exalted
wills. (al-B®j‚r¬, p. 10)

Other verses, properly applied, will guarantee success in licit love (al-B®j‚r¬,
p. 12), turn the unrepentant soul toward repentance (p. 13), make the hard-
hearted and willful kindhearted and repentant (p. 18), give the lazy the
energy to stay up late at night to pray and to do good works (p. 23);
strengthen the heart of the warrior who fights in All®h’s way; and the heart
of the deceased to answer the questions of Munkir and Nak¬r in the grave
(p. 32). Further examples from al-B®j‚r¬ include cures for epilepsy (p. 53)
and stuttering (p. 57); protection for one’s house and garden against wild
beasts, thieves and worms (p. 76); amulets for children against Satan, dis-
ease, etc. (p. 82).

A 12th/18th-century manuscript now housed in Berlin that records the
special properties of Burdah verses (Khaw®◊◊ al-Burdah) compiled by one
Ibn ÆAbd al-Sal®m (d. 660/1262?)2 gives fairly close variants of what we
find in al-B®j‚r¬, but some others as well:

Vv. 145-147:

The special property of these verses is that if they are engraved on a silver
signet ring when the moon is out, they are beneficial for all bodily ailments
from the head to the navel: they will cure ailments of the head and face, the
eyes, nose and ears, the teeth, neck, shoulders, flanks, stomach, chest and
heart, with the permission of All®h the Exalted; [this is] tested and sound.
However, if they are engraved on an iron signet ring, then they are beneficial
against all diseases from the navel to the foot: they will cure numbness, colic,
and trembling, ailments of the kidneys and spleen, hemorrhoids, pains of the
uterus, diarrhea, all diseases of the male and female genitals, and everything
in the thighs. [All of this is] tested and sound, without a doubt. You put the
[silver] ring on the head and the iron ring on the belly. (Ibn ÆAbd al-Sal®m,
folio 253b)

2 Ibn ÆAbd al-Sal®m, Q®la al-Shaykh Ibn ÆAbd al-Sal®m fi Khaw®◊◊ al-Kaw®kib al-
Durriyyah f¬ MadΩ Khayr al-Bariyyah lil-Shaykh al-B‚◊¬r¬. Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin.
Petermann II 105, folios 243-254a. Ahlwardt identifies the author as ÆAbd al-ÆAz¬z ibn ÆAbd
al-Sal®m d. 660/1262 and dates the ms. to ca. 1150/1737 [W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichniss der
Arabischen Handschriften der Königlichen Bibliothek zu Berlin, vol. 7 (Berlin: A. Asher &
Co., 1895), p. 60]. Brockelmann cites the ms. as: øaw®◊◊ al-burda f¬ buræ ad-d®æ by
ÆAbdassal®m b. Idr¬s al-Marr®ko·¬, d. 660/1262 [Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen
Litteratur Vols. 1 & 2, 2d ed. (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1943) Suppl. 1 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1937),
1: 311 #71 (hereafter, GAL)]. I am not convinced of this identification of the author—his dates
seem too early to me, but the matter requires further research.
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Vv. 152-160:

The special property of these verses is for the dying. When someone is giv-
ing up the ghost, write these lines on a piece of his shroud and put it on his
head, moistened with his sweat, then perfume this scrap of cloth with the per-
fume with which the dead are anointed. Then if [the dying man] is at the
grave of the Messenger, may All®h bless him and give him peace, you should
place [the piece of cloth] in the noble Raw¥ah [the Prophet’s Meadow, just
west of his tomb in Mad¬nah] and let it become blessed there, so that when
it is placed on [the dying man’s] head, the departure of his soul will be easy
for him, with the permission of All®h the Exalted, and he will remain calm
in the face of death. And after it is brought [from the Raw¥ah] to the grave
of the Prophet, may All®h bless him and give him peace, then someone must
go to the dying man while he is still conscious and tell him that he is going
to the best [of places] because of the blessing of these verses. (Ibn ÆAbd al-
Sal®m, folio 254b)

The use of poetry for amulets, talismans and philters as in the above 
examples is both charming and intriguing. Although the use of Quræ®nic
verses for such things is well known,3 in the Arabic poetic tradition, it is
rather rare. A striking exception is the poem invoked in the texts above, that
is the renowned Mantle Ode (Qa◊¬dat al-Burdah) in praise of the Prophet
MuΩammad by the 13th c. poet of Maml‚k Egypt, Ab‚ ‘Abd All®h
MuΩammad ibn SaÆ¬d al-B‚◊¬r¬ (d. 694-6/1294-7). Its thaumaturgical use,
however, is but a small fraction of the tremendous array of literary, liturgi-
cal, and religious functions that al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah performed: it generated
hundreds of commentaries, expansions (s. tashfl¬r, takhm¬s, especially, and
tasb¬æ),4 a new sub-genre of mad¬Ω nabaw¬, the bad¬Æiyyah,5 and contrafac-

3 On Islamic talismans and amulets, see the entries (which include a substantive bibliogra-
phy) “Tam¬mah” by T. Fahd and “Tilsam” by J. Ruska and Carra de Vaux [C.E. Bosworth]
in (hereafter, EI2). Neither entry mentions amulets composed of Burdah verses. Mub®rak
makes reference to al-Zamakhshar¬ on the subject of amulets made from Quræ®nic s‚rahs. See
Mub®rak, Al-Mad®æiΩ al-Nabawiyyah, p. 148.

4 What I term “expansions” are derivative poems in which a second poet takes the base
text—in this case al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah—and adds a line or lines of his own to each line or
hemistich of the base text. In tashfl¬r the second poet adds one hemistich (shaflr) for each of
the original ones, in the order base + new = 1st line; new + base = 2d line; etc., with the
new poet’s 2d hemistichs maintaining the original rhyme. Takhm¬s (“fiver”) is by far the most
common form of expansion of the Burdah and, vice-versa—by far the majority of takhm¬s®t
have the Burdah as their base-text, to the extent that takhm¬s®t of the Burdah are virtually a
genre unto themselves. In takhm¬s the new poet adds three hemistichs of his own, usually
before each base line (though the other way is possible) in the rhyme of the first hemistich of
each base line, for a total of five hemistichs per verse. The tasb¬Æ (“sevener”) does the same
thing, only adding five hemistichs to the base line’s two. See Mub®rak, Al-Mad®æiΩ al-Nabawiyyah,
pp. 161-70; and my unpublished study, “Poetic Expansion as Verbal Reliquary: Shams al-
D¬n al-Fayy‚m¬’s Takhm¬s al-Burdah,” presented to the Middle East Studies Association,
Cambridge MA, Nov., 2006.

5 The bad¬Æiyyah is a curious sub-genre of mad¬Ω nabaw¬. Though commonly defined merely
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tions (muÆ®ra¥®t), i.e., counter-poems or imitations that emulate the original
in the same rhyme and meter—a celebrated example, though more political
than pietistic in intent, is AΩmad Shawq¬’s Nahj al-Burdah (The Way of the
Mantle, 1903).6 Further, there are numerous translations into Persian—most
notably that of J®m¬ (d. 898-9/1492)—Turkish, and Urdu and innumerable
translations into virtually all of the languages of the Islamic world, from
Indonesia and the Indo-Pakistani subcontinent to central Asia, the Middle
East, North Africa and Islamic areas of sub-Saharan Africa.7 The Arabic
manuscripts alone must number in the thousands, given the hundreds in the
major catalogued archives.8 These range from elaborate gilded polychrome

as a praise poem to the Prophet in which each verse exemplifies a particular rhetorical device
( fann min fun‚n al-bad¬Æ), in practical fact (a few early and anomalous examples notwith-
standing), it is precisely a muÆ®ra¥ah (a contrafaction, or counter-poem, that follows the
rhyme and meter of the base poem) of al-B‚◊ir¬’s Burdah that exhibits a rhetorical device in
each line. On this subject see Raj®æ al-Sayyid al-Jawhar¬’s introduction to her edition of Ab‚
JaÆfar al-Andalus¬’s commentary on the bad¬Æiyyah of Shams al-D¬n ibn J®bir al-Andalus¬:
Raj®æ al-Sayyid al-Jawhar¬’, ed., Kit®b fiir®z al-ºullah wa-Shif®æ al-Ghullah lil-Im®m Ab‚
JaÆfar Shih®b al-D¬n [. . .] al-Andalus¬, SharΩ al-ºullah al-Siyar® [. . .] Bad¬Æiyyah na˙amah®
Shams al-D¬n Ab‚ ÆAbd All®h al-Andalus¬ (Alexandria: Muæassasat al-Thaq®fah al-J®miÆiyyah,
1410/1990), pp. 11-66. Prior to Ibn J®bir al-Andalus¬’s (d. 780/1378) bad¬Æiyyah, the first full-
fledged bad¬Æiyyah is that of —af¬ al-D¬n al-ºill¬ (d. 752(?)/1339) [—af¬ al-D¬n al-ºill¬, D¬w®n
(Beirut: D®r —®dir/D®r Bayr‚t, 1962), pp. 685-702]. See also my forthcoming paper: “Min al-
Bad¬Æ il® al-Bad¬Æiyyah: Dir®sah f¬ Dal®lat al-Usl‚b al-Bal®gh¬,” presented at the Fourth International
Conference on Literary Criticism, Cairo, November, 2006.

6 AΩmad Shawq¬, Nahj al-Burdah, 8th pr., cmt. Sal¬m al-Bishr¬, intro. MuΩammad Bek al-
MuwayliΩ¬ (Cairo: Maktabat al-§d®b, 1994). First published in 1909 with this commentary
and introduction, Nahj al-Burdah has since been reprinted many times. It does not appear in
the Shawqiyy®t, but has remained popular until today primarily through the recordings of its
musical rendition by Umm Kulth‚m. Another well-known neo-classical muÆ®ra¥ah of al-
B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah is that of MaΩm‚d S®m¬ al-B®r‚d¬ (d. 1904), Kashf al-Ghummah f¬ MadΩ
Sayyid al-Ummah (Cairo: MaflabaÆat al-ShaÆb, 1978).

7 The range may be suggested by two quite disparate examples: the courtly 15th century
C.E. Khwarizmian Turkic translation Kashf al-Hud® by Kam®l al-D¬n ºusayn Khorezm¬ pre-
sented to Ab‚ al-Khayr Kh®n in honor of his conquest of Khorezm (Devin A. Deweese, The
Kashf al-Hud® of Kam®l al-D¬n ºusayn al-Khorezm¬: A Fifteenth-Century Sufi Commentary
on the Qa◊¬dat al-Burdah in Khorezmian Turkic (Text Edition, Translation, and Historical
Introduction), unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Indiana University, 1985); and the simple pietis-
tic anonymous late 19th-century C.E. Swahili translation [Jan Knappert, ed. & trans., Swahili
Islamic Poetry, Vol. 2: The Two Burdas (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1971), pp. 165-225]. See further
the references in Stefan Sperl, translation, introduction and notes to al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah, Poem
# 50, in Stefan Sperl and Christopher Shackle, eds., Qasida Poetry in Islamic Asia and Africa:
Vol. I Classical Traditions and Modern Meanings; Vol. II: Eulogy’s Bounty, Meaning’s Abundance:
An Anthology (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1996); 2:388-411 (trans.); 2:470-76 (intro. and notes) at
2:471 and Vol. I: Index, al-B‚◊¬r¬.

8 See, for example, Brockelmann, GAL, 1:308-13; Suppl. 1:467-72; K®tib Chalab¬ [= Kâtip
Çelebi, known as º®jj¬ Khal¬fah], Kashf al-¯un‚n Æan As®m¬ al-Kutub wa al-Fun‚n, 2 vols.,
ed. MuΩammad Sharaf al-D¬n Y®ltaqy® and RiÆat Bal¬gah al-Kal¬sa (Istanbul: Wik®lat al-
MaÆ®rif al-Jal¬lah, 1360-63/1941-43) 2:1331-36; Ahlwardt, Arabische Handschriften, pp. 43-
59; D®r al-Kutub al-Mi◊riyyah, Fihris al-Kutub al-ÆArabiyyah, (Cairo: MaflbaÆat D®r al-Kutub
al-Mi◊riyyah, 1345/1927), Pt. 3, pp. 309-12.
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court (khaz®æin¬) manuscripts to the crudest copies for personal devotional
use. The same is true of the numerous print editions, beginning from the
mid-19th c. and continuing to today, which range from elaborate litho-
graphed and later type-set texts with commentaries to the ubiquitous cheap,
popular chapbook-like printings. The liturgical uses of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah
are also extensive and varied. They range from personal acts of piety and
devotion to the Prophet, to Sufi (particular the Sh®dhiliyyah order) in
chanted or sung form with decidedly mystical intent (especially to see the
Prophet in one’s dreams), to its widespread public recitation, especially, in
many areas, on the Prophet’s birthday (mawlid al-nab¬), at funerals, or
weekly recitations associated with the Friday prayer—the uses vary from
location to location and no doubt have varied over time.9

Then there are the practical, psychological, spiritual, and medicinal prop-
erties derived from the properly made talismans and amulets—most often
involving explicit recipes for philters, such as writing the lines and dissolv-
ing them in rose-water and saffron, etc.,—assigned to particular lines or 
passages, as in the examples cited above. The properties or benefits of par-
ticular Burdah lines or groups of lines are termed in the Arabic sources
kh®◊◊iyyah, pl. khaw®◊◊, kh®◊◊ah, pl. kha◊®æi◊, or f®æidah, pl. faw®æid, words
which are otherwise used, among other things, for medicinal properties and
benefits (Ibn ‘Abd al-Sal®m consistently uses the former; both terms are
found in al-B®j‚r¬’s commentary). The aim of this paper will be to explore
why al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah came to be the locus of so much literary, religious,
and talismanic activity.

I: The Miracle and the Poem

Although a fair amount of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s biography has been reconstructed, pri-
marily on the basis of his poetic d¬w®n and several literary-biographical
compendia,10 throughout the rich manuscript and print tradition that sur-

9 See, for example, Mub®rak, Al-Mad®æiΩ al-Nabawiyyah, 148-50; º®jj¬ Khal¬fah, Kashf al-
¯un‚n, 2:1331-36, and note 1, p. 1331; Knappert, Swahili Islamic Poetry, p. 168, Sharaf al-
D¬n Ab‚ ÆAbd All®h MuΩammad ibn SaÆ¬d al-B‚◊¬r¬, D¬w®n al-B‚◊¬r¬, ed. MuΩammad Sayyid
K¬l®n¬, 2d ed., (Cairo: Mu◊flaf® al-B®b¬ al-ºalab¬, 1972), pp. 29-30; ÆAbd al-ÆAl¬m al-Qabb®n¬,
Al-B‚◊¬r¬: ºay®tuh wa-ShiÆruh (Cairo: D®r al-MaÆ®rif, 1968), pp. 3-5, 131-32. For a broad
overview in English, see Annemarie Schimmel, And Muhammad is His Messenger: The Veneration
of the Prophet in Islamic Piety (Chapel Hill & London: University of North Carolina Press,
1985), ch. 10, “Poetry in Honor of the Prophet,” pp. 176-215; esp. 178-87. See also, Sperl,
“Al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah,” 2:271; and Sperl and Shackle, Qasida Poetry, Vol. I: Index, al-B‚◊¬r¬.

10 Modern biographies include Mub®rak, Al-Mad®æiΩ al-Nabawiyyah, pp. 140-149; K¬l®n¬’s
introduction, in K¬l®n¬, D¬w®n al-B‚◊¬r¬, pp. 5-47 and his excerpts from al-Kutub¬’s Faw®t al-
Wafay®t, al-Qazw¬n¬’s Al-Muqaff®, and Ibn Taghr¬ Bird¬’s Al-Manhal al-—®f¬, pp. 282-92; al-
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FROM TEXT TO TALISMAN 151

rounds the Burdah and his several other famed poems of praise to the
Prophet, a single episode only of his life is related, that is, the circumstances
surrounding his composition of the Burdah, and from which the poem,
which al-B‚◊¬r¬ originally entitled “Al-Kaw®kib al-Durriyyah f¬ MadΩ Khayr
al-Bariyyah” (“Pearly Stars in Praise of the Best of Creation”), takes its epi-
thet.11 A number of variants and elaborations exist, and the popularity of the
poem suggests extensive oral as well as literary transmission. In its simplest
form we read, for example in al-B®j‚r¬ as he introduces al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah
and explains the reason for its epithet:

Because when he composed it, seeking a cure from the disease of hemiple-
gia which afflicted him leaving him semi-paralyzed and baffling his physi-
cians, he saw the Prophet, may All®h bless him and give him peace, in his
sleep. Then [the Prophet] stroked him with his hand and wrapped him in his
mantle, so he was cured immediately, as the poet mentions in his comment
[on the poem]. Some say that it is more appropriate to call it “Qa◊¬dat al-
Buræah” (“Poem of the Cure”) because its composer was cured by it, and that
the poem that is rightfully called “al-Burdah” is “B®nat SuÆ®d” (“SuÆ®d Has
Departed”), the poem by KaÆb ibn Zuhayr, because the Prophet, may All®h
bless him and give him peace, rewarded him (aj®zahu) for it with a mantle
when he recited it before him. (al-B®j‚r¬, pp. 2-3)

Charming and more elaborate is the oft-cited version given in the Syrian
historian MuΩammad ibn Sh®kir al-Kutub¬’s (d. 764/1363) biographical dic-
tionary, Faw®t al-Wafay®t:

Al-B‚◊¬r¬ said: I had composed poems of praise to the Messenger (God bless
him and give him peace), among them those that al-—®Ωib Zayn al-D¬n
YaÆq‚b ibn al-Zubayr had suggested to me. Then it happened after that that
I was stricken with hemiplegia that left me half paralyzed, so I thought of
composing this Burdah poem, and I did so. And with it I asked for interces-
sion with All®h the Exalted for Him to forgive me, and I recited it over and
over again, and wept and prayed and entreated. Then, when I had fallen
asleep, I saw the Prophet (God bless him and give him peace). He stroked
my face with his blessed hand, then threw a mantle over me. When I awoke,
I found my health restored [wajadtu fiyya nah¥ah], so I arose and went out
of my house, and I had not told a soul about this. Then a Sufi mendicant met

Qabb®n¬, Al-B‚◊¬r¬. For the primary sources for al-B‚◊¬r¬’s biography, see the notes in K¬l®n¬
D¬w®n al-B‚◊¬r¬, passim; the bibliography in al-Qabb®n¬, Al-B‚◊¬r¬, pp. 141-42; ÆUmar Ri¥®
al-KaΩΩ®lah, MuÆjam al-Muæallif¬n: Tar®jim Mu◊annif¬ al-Kutub al-ÆArabiyyah (Damascus:
MaflbaÆat al-Taraqq¬, 1380/1960), 10:28-29; Khayr al-D¬n al-Zirikl¬, Al-AÆl®m: Q®m‚s Tar®jim
li-Ashhar al-Rij®l wa-al-Nis®æ [. . .], 2d ed., (N.p.:n.d.), 7:11.

11 A more extensive exploration of the Burdah myth, its variants, and its relation to the
Burdah myth associated with KaÆb ibn Zuhayr’s Burdah, is the subject of my unpublished
paper: “From Text to Talisman: Myth, Relic, and Miracle in the Two Mantle Odes,” presented
at the annual meeting of the Middle East Studies Association, Washington, D.C., Nov., 2005.
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up with me and said to me, “I want you to give me the poem with which
you praised the Messenger (Peace upon him).” “Which one?” I replied. “The
one you composed when you were sick” he said, and recited the beginning
of it. And he continued, “By All®h, I heard it yesterday night when it was
recited before the Messenger of All®h (God bless him and give him peace),
and I saw the Messenger of All®h (God bless him and give him peace) sway
with delight at it, and throw a mantle over the one who recited it.” So I gave
it to him, and the Sufi mendicant mentioned this and the dream became
widely known. [. . .]12

Thus, the poem has generated many blessings: a dream-vision of the
Prophet, a miraculous cure, and is mysteriously known to, or witnessed by,
a Sufi adept. As a first step in our investigation then, we can understand the
massive literary engagement of this poem—the manuscripts, expansions,
commentaries, imitations, etc.—as attempts to appropriate the blessing (barakah)
inherent in this poem, a blessing whose efficacy has been proved or estab-
lished by the poet’s miraculous cure and its attendant miracles. Its talis-
manic uses, too, can be understood as a further extension and application of
the same principal.

This story is virtually inseparable from the poem throughout its literary
and religious-liturgical history. Nevertheless, in order to understand the lit-
erary and religious phenomenon of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah, we must investigate,
on a level far deeper than the ultimately irrelevant and unanswerable issue
of its historicity, the relation of the story to the poem. To do this we have
to examine the two texts and their contexts.

Let us first note, in examining the poem itself, that there is no indication
in the text that the poet suffers from a physical affliction or is praying for
a physical cure. K¬l®n¬’s attempt to determine on the basis of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s ref-
erences to ailments elsewhere in his D¬w®n that he may indeed have suf-
fered from hemiplegia is, therefore, both inconclusive and, ultimately, irrel-
evant.13 More to the point is Stefan Sperl’s remark concerning spiritual
malady and its cure:

Although the poem makes no mention of a physical illness on the part of the
poet it certainly contains evidence of a spiritual crisis: at the beginning of the
work, the poet is in a state of despair and expresses bitter remorse over his
moral failings. Through depicting and eulogizing the great example of the
Prophet, he regains a sense of confidence, and, at the end of the poem, sees
grounds for hope that his sins will be forgiven. This therapeutic element,

12 MuΩammad ibn Sh®kir al-Kutub¬, Faw®t al-Wafay®t wa al-Dhayl ÆAlayh®, ed. IΩs®n
ÆAbb®s, 4 vols. (Beirut: D®r —®dir, 1973-74), 3:368-69. See, e.g., K¬l®n¬, D¬w®n al-B‚◊¬r¬, pp.
27, 284-85; Mub®rak, Al-Mad®æiΩ al-Nabawiyyah, pp. 147-48.

13 K¬l®n¬, D¬w®n al-B‚◊¬r¬, pp. 27-28.
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inherent in the very structure of the work, may go some way towards explain-
ing its immense popularity.14

The argument advanced in the present study is that in its ritual structure and
thematic purport, al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah is essentially an Arabic panegyric ode
(qa◊¬dat al-madΩ) of the supplicatory variety, addressed to the Prophet
MuΩammad as the mamd‚Ω, and pleading for his intercession on Judgment
Day. It follows that only through analyzing the supplicatory-panegyric struc-
ture of the poem itself within the context of the overarching classical
Arabic-Islamic panegyric tradition can we understand the Burdah’s power to
generate, or perpetuate, the myth of the miracle—the healing of the poet’s
physical malady, in other words, the metaphorical leap from spiritual to
physical cure. Once we have demonstrated the Burdah’s supplicatory-pane-
gyric structure, we will examine further the nature of the poet’s petition.

Let us turn to the text of the Burdah itself: it consists of 160 lines (give
or take a few in various renderings) in the meter al-bas¬fl (mustaf Æilun
f®Æilun), rhymed in m¬m. Technically, as has been generally recognized and
widely pointed out, al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah is a muÆ®ra¥ah (contrafaction, imi-
tating the rhyme and meter) of an 18 line Sufi lyric by the Egyptian mysti-
cal poet ÆUmar Ibn al-F®ri¥ (d. 632/1235).15 It opens:16

[1]

1. Was that Layl®’s fire blazing in the night at Dh‚ Salam
Or was it a lightning-bolt flashing at al-Zawr®æ, then at al-ÆAlam?

2. O winds of Wadi NaÆm®n, is there at dawn no breath of air?
O water of Wajrah, is there for the [thirsting] mouth no drink?

3. O driver of the laden camels, who rolls up the wayless desert
Like a scroll, at the Wormwood Trees of I¥am,

4. Turn aside at the protected compound, may God guide you,
Heading for the Lote-Thicket with its sweet bay and lavender.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14 Sperl, “Al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah,” 2:470-71.
15 See, for example, Mub®rak, Al-Mad®æiΩ al-Nabawiyyah, p. 151. Sperl seems unaware of

this, mentioning instead its common rhyme and meter with al-Mutanabb¬’s m¬miyyah
“w®Ωarra qalb®hu mimman qalbuh‚ shibamu” [[Ab‚ al-fiayyib al-Mutanabb¬,] D¬w®n Ab¬ al-
fiayyib al-Mutanabb¬ bi-sharΩ Ab‚ al-Baq®Æ al-ÆUkbar¬, 4 vols., ed. Mu◊flaf® al-Saq® et al.
(Cairo: Mu◊flaf® al-B®b¬ al-ºalab¬, 1971), 3:362-74, poem # 222]. Sperl, “Al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah,”
2:274.

16 ÆUmar ibn al-F®ri¥, SharΩ D¬w®n Ibn al-F®ri¥ li-J®miÆihi Rash¬d ibn Gh®lib; min SharΩay
ºasan al-B‚r¬n¬ wa-ÆAbd al-Gh®n¬ al-N®bulus¬ 2 vols. in 1, ([Cairo,] Egypt, al-MaflbaÆah al-
Æ§mirah al-Shar¬fah, 1306 [1888]), 1:39-47. See also the translation and notes, esp. on place-
names, in A. J. Arberry, trans. & ann., The Mystical Poems of Ibn al-F®ri¥ (Dublin: Emery
Walker Ltd., 1956), pp. 96-97. I have followed the al-B‚r¬n¬/al-N®bulus¬ sharΩ (p. 41) in tak-
ing muÆtasifan of v. 3 to be a Ω®l describing the desert (“random” = “wayless”), rather than
describing the “rolling up” or “traveling” of camel-driver, as Arberry (p. 95) has done.
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8. In my heart there is a flame that could light a fire,
In my eyes are tears that flood with ceaseless rains.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10. O you who out of stupidity blame me for my love,

Stop your blaming, for had you loved, you would not blame [me].

What those who mention this relationship fail to point out, however, is that
despite this technical fact and al-B‚◊¬r¬’s elegant evocation of the base text
in the nas¬b (elegiac prelude), vv. 1-11 of his long ode, there is no further
structural or thematic resemblance between the two poems. That is to say,
they belong to two different poetic genres. Ibn al-F®ri¥’s is a Sufi ghazal of
rhapsodic love, essentially, as Jaroslav Stetkevych has demonstrated in his
discussion of one of its sister-poems in the D¬w®n of Ibn al-F®ri¥, a mysti-
cal distillation of the motifs and structure of the classical nas¬b (the open-
ing section of the bipartite or tripartite classical qa◊¬dah): rapturous love and
yearning for the lost or departed beloved, to create the self-contained
ghazal-form.17 By contrast, al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah, as we shall see below, takes
as its overall framework the structure, themes, and motifs of the classical
Arabic qa◊¬dat al-madΩ (panegyric ode) of the supplicatory type. In the
qa◊¬dah form, the poet concludes the nas¬b by repenting of and abjuring the
passions indulged therein and moving on, often by means of the raΩ¬l, or
desert journey section, to a world of new affections and allegiances, of a
more mature and stable nature, in the mad¬Ω, or praise, section.

In some of the manuscript and print traditions, the Burdah is divided 
into ten sections. This division is neither original nor essential to the poem
and has the effect of breaking up the poetic sequence or flow of the lines
and the transitional passages. However, for the purposes of a thematic and
structural overview, it proves useful. The titles or labels of the sections 
vary somewhat, but the divisions themselves are consistent. Badr al-D¬n
MuΩammad al-Ghazz¬ (d. 984/1577) in his commentary, Al-Zubdah f¬ SharΩ
al-Burdah, labels the sections as follows (emphasis mine):18

1. Al-nas¬b al-nabaw¬ (Prophetic nas¬b): vv. 1-11 = lyric-elegiac prelude
2. Al-taΩdh¬r min haw® al-nafs (Warning against the desires of the

self/ego): vv. 11-28
3. MadΩ al-Ras‚l al-kar¬m (Praise of the noble Messenger): vv. 29-58
4. Al-taΩadduth ‘an mawlidih (What is said about his birth): vv. 59-71

17 Jaroslav Stetkevych, The Zephyrs of Najd: The Poetics of Nostalgia in the Classical
Arabic Nas¬b (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1993), pp. 79-102.

18 Badr al-D¬n MuΩammad al-Ghazz¬, Al-Zubdah f¬ SharΩ al-Burdah, ed. & intro., ÆUmar
M‚s® B®sh® (Algiers: Al-Sharikah al-Waflaniyyah lil-Nashr wa al-Tawz¬Æ), 1972), p. 6 and 
passim. I have corrected the editor’s misnumbering of the lines.
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5. Al-taΩadduth ‘an muÆjiz®tih (What is said about his miracles): vv. 72-
87

6. Al-taΩadduth ‘an al-Quræ®n al-kar¬m (What is said about the noble Quræ®n):
vv. 88-104

7. Al-taΩadduth ‘an al-Isr®æ wa al-MiÆr®j (What is said about the Night
Journey and Ascension): vv. 105-117

8. Al-taΩadduth ‘an jih®d al-Ras‚l wa-ghazaw®tih (What is said about the
holy war and expeditions of the Messenger): vv. 118-139

9. Al-tawassul wa al-tashaffuÆ (Supplication and Plea for Intercession): 
vv. 140-151

10. Al-mun®j®h wa al-ta¥arruÆ (Fervent Prayer and Petition): vv. 152-160

If we omit all the sections that al-Ghazz¬ labels as taΩadduth, that is, “relat-
ing what is said about something” (which deal with elements from the life
of the Prophet), we find that the remaining sections of the poem (1-3 and
9-10) in sequence, themes and motifs, constitute a classically structured sup-
plicatory panegyric ode. The sequence is: lyric-erotic prelude and complaint
of passion—conventional subjects of the classical nas¬b, the opening section
of the panegyric ode (Parts 1-2); praise of the mamd‚Ω (one praised, patron),
in this case the Prophet MuΩammad (Part 3); the poet’s self-abasement and
supplication (Parts 9-10). The thematic structure of the two-part qa◊¬dat al-
madΩ, which came to dominate the Arabic panegyric tradition from the ÆAbb®sid
period onwards, consisting of nas¬b (lyric-elegiac prelude) and mad¬Ω (praise
section), has long been recognized. The formative structural role that sup-
plication (including self-abasement and plea) plays in the Arabic panegyric
tradition had, however, been largely overlooked prior to my recent studies
of what I have termed “the supplicatory ode.”19 The effect of this supplica-
tory structure, as we will see below, is to render the poem an illocutionary
act or performative speech act that establishes a mutual bond of obligation
between the supplicant and supplicated, that is, between the poet and the
mamd‚Ω. In other words, with the poet’s recitation of the poem before 
the patron, a mutual contractual obligation comes into effect, and, further,
the poem constitutes the documentation of that contract. Above all, what is
involved is a ritual exchange, in the terms formulated by Marcel Mauss, in
which the poet’s gift (the poem of praise) obligates the patron to make a
counter-gift (termed in Arabic j®æizah or prize) and the gift and counter-gift

19 On the “supplicatory ode,” i.e., the qa◊¬dah as a supplicatory ritual, see Suzanne
Pinckney Stetkevych, The Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy: Myth, Gender, and Ceremony in the
Classical Arabic Ode (Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2002), esp. Ch.
4 Supplication and Negotiation, pp. 110-43; also 32-47, 75.
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then serve as tokens of the bond of allegiance thereby established between
the two.20 (It is of note that al-B®j‚r¬’s version of the Burdah of KaÆb ibn
Zuhayr story uses the verbal derivative of j®æizah (prize, award), that is,
aj®za (he bestowed a prize, award), (see text cited above).

The present argument is basically that the success of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah
lies in large part in its ritual structure, which is that of the supplicatory-
panegyric ode of the classical tradition and which is also, potentially, a litur-
gical structure—the distinction lying solely in the identity of the mamd‚Ω,
i.e., whether he is royal or divine, political or religious. The additional sec-
tions, Parts 4-8, comprise major thematic elements in the life of the Prophet
and are incorporated, structurally speaking, as a series of extensions to the
praise section, Part 3. It should be mentioned here, however, that they are
not mere versified narratives of episodes from the life of the Prophet, in fact
they are not narratively or chronologically structured. Rather, elements from
the life of the Prophet are poetically rendered to produce a polemic in
defense of an ideology of Islamic manifest destiny.21

II: The Supplicatory Panegyric Ode

In order to fully understand how the supplicatory panegyric model functions
in al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Mamluk period mad¬Ω nabaw¬, we first need to observe some
examples from the classical tradition. After that, we will turn to al-B‚◊¬r¬’s
Burdah once again and explore the precise nature of the Maml‚k poet’s entreaty.
Although not every qa◊¬dat al-madΩ is a supplicatory ode, this subgenre is
thoroughly grounded in the Arabic poetic tradition from before the coming
of Islam. A renowned example from the J®hiliyyah is the celebrated iÆtidh®riyyah

20 On the supplicatory panegyric qa◊¬dah as a ritual exchange along the lines formulated by
Mauss, see S. Stetkevych, The Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy, pp. 18, 77-78, 120, 182-83; on
his formulation, see Marcel Mauss, The Gift: Form and Functions of Exchange in Archaic
Societies, trans. Ian Cunnison (New York: Norton & Co., 1967) [Essai sur le don, form
archaïque de l’échange, 1925]. See also, Suzanne P. Stetkevych, “Pre-Islamic Panegyric and
the Poetics of Redemption: Mufa¥¥aliyyah 119 of ÆAlqamah and B®nat SuÆ®d of KaÆb ibn
Zuhayr,” in Suzanne P. Stetkevych, ed., Reorientations: Arabic and Persian Poetry
(Bloomington & Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1994), pp. 1-57, passim.

21 I have begun to deal with some of these aspects in my unpublished paper, “Burdat al-
B‚◊¬r¬ bayn al-Qa◊¬dah wa al-S¬rah,” parts 1 & 2, presented at the Faculty of Arts at
Alexandria University, Alexandria, Egypt, and the JamÆiyyat al-Nuqq®d, Cairo, Egypt, in May,
2005. The contemporary polemic and political aspect of elements such as the Prophet’s bat-
tles in mad¬Ω nabaw¬ of the Maml‚k period, is discussed in Fawz¬ MuΩammad Am¬n, Adab
al-ÆA◊r al-Maml‚k¬ al-Awwal: Mal®miΩ al-MujtamaÆ al-Mi◊r¬ (Alexandria, Egypt: D®r al-MaÆrifah
al-J®miÆiyyah, 2003), pp. 93-98. Parts 4-8 of the Burdah from the subject of my forthcoming
study, “From S¬rah to Qa◊¬dah: Poetics and Polemics in al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Qa◊¬dat al-Burdah (Mantle
Ode).”
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(poem of apology) of al-N®bighah al-Dhuby®n¬ (active 570-600 C.E.) to the
Lakhmid King al-NuÆm®n. Difficult as it is to believe, the tradition tells us
that al-N®bighah, who had been the king’s favorite poet and boon compan-
ion, composed his poem of apology for having had an affair with the king’s
wife and then describing her with great erotic detail in a poem, his notori-
ous “Description of al-Mutajarridah.” The poet fled for his life to the rival
Ghassanid court, but soon desired to return to his former liege-lord. Hence
the poem.22 What is the object of his supplication? Forgiveness and rein-
statement in the king’s inner circle.

In terms of the general thematic structure, al-N®bighah’s poem is a clas-
sically structured tripartite qa◊¬dah: 1) nas¬b (elegiac prelude) vv. 1-6 de-
scribing the poet’s stopping over the abandoned campsite of his beloved; 2)
raΩ¬l (journey) vv. 7-20 describing the poet’s she-camel through its com-
parison to an oryx-bull beset by hunters and their hounds; 3) mad¬Ω (praise)
vv. 20-49 comparing the king to Sulaym®n/Solomon, praising his generos-
ity, comparing him in farsightedness (that is, foresight) to Zarq®æ al-
Yam®mah, and in might and generosity to the formidable Euphrates.

The key elements of the supplicatory structure, which are what concern
us in the present context, are: 1) Lyric-Elegiac Prelude (nas¬b); 2) Self-
Abasement; 3) Praise of the One Supplicated; 4) Supplication. It should be
noted from the outset that the last three elements do not always occur in the
same order in every supplicatory panegyric and are often not entirely dis-
tinct from one another, but these elements otherwise are fairly predictably
found in what is normally termed the mad¬Ω section. In addition, elements
of what could be termed self-abasement can often be identified in the nas¬b,
and, in the tripartite ode, in the central raΩ¬l (journey) section. In general,
it soon becomes evident that an essential element of the self-abasement is
the poet’s expression of fear and hope, that is, his throwing himself upon
the mercy of the mamd‚Ω.

Al-N®bighah al-Dhuby®n¬: O Abode of Mayyah23

22 Full translations of al-N®bighah’s two poems, the d®liyyah in which he describes al-
Mutajarridah and his d®liyyah of apology to King NuÆm®n, and much of the lore associated
with them, are discussed in S. Stetkevych, ch. 1 “Transgression and Redemption: Cuckolding
the King,” The Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy, pp.1-47. For the Arabic text of the poems, see
al-N®bighah al-Dhuby®n¬, D¬w®n, 3rd ed., ed. MuΩammad Ab‚ Fa¥l Ibr®h¬m (Cairo: D®r al-
MaÆ®rif, 1990), pp. 89-97 (al-Mutajarridah); pp. 14-28 (iÆtidh®riyyah); for the anecdotal mate-
rials, see Ab‚ al-Faraj al-I◊bah®n¬, Kit®b al-Agh®n¬, 32 vols., ed. Ibr®h¬m al-Aby®r¬, (Cairo:
D®r al-ShaÆb, 1969-79), 11:3794-801.

23 Al-N®bighah, D¬w®n, pp. 14-28, and preceding note.
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[2]

1: Lyric-Elegiac Prelude (nas¬b): abandoned campsite of the poet’s beloved,
Mayyah, vv. 1-6.

1. O abode of Mayyah on height and peak! It lies abandoned
And so long a time has passed it by.

2. I stopped there in the evening, to question it;
It could not answer for in the vernal camp there was no one.
. . . . . . . . . . . .

6. By evening the abode was empty, by evening its people had packed up
and left;
It was destroyed by the same fate by which Lubad was destroyed.

2: Self-Abasement: expression of fear and hope, vv. 37-43.

39. I never said those evil things that were reported to you,
If I did, then let my hand be palsied till I cannot hold a whip.
. . . . . . . . . .

41. I’ve been told that Ab‚ Q®b‚s has threatened me,
And no one can withstand the lion when it roars.

42. Go easy! May the tribes, all of them, be your ransom,
And all my [herd’s] increase, and all my progeny!

43. Don’t fling at me more than I can withstand,
Even though my foes should rally to support you.

3. Praise of the One Supplicated: for generosity, but also might, 20-36, 44-48

20. Such a she-camel conveys me to NuÆm®n,
Whose beneficence to mankind, both kin and foreigner, is unsurpassed.
. . . . . . . . . .

27. I see no one more generous in bestowing a gift,
Followed by more gifts and sweeter, ungrudgingly given.

28. The giver of a hundred bulky she-camels,
Fattened on the SaÆd®n plants of T‚¥iΩ, with thick and matted fur,

29. And white camels, already broken in, wide-kneed,
On which fine new º¬ran saddles have been strapped,

30. And slave girls kicking up the trains of long white veils,
Pampered by cool shade in midday heat, lovely as gazelles,

31. And steeds that gallop briskly in their reins
Like a flock of birds fleeing a cloudburst of hail.
. . . . . . . . . .

44. Not even the Euphrates when the winds blow over it,
Its waves casting up foam on its two banks,

45. When every wadi rushes into it, overflowing and tumultuous,
Sweeping down heaps of thorny carob bush and sticks and boughs,

46. Out of fear the sailor clings fast to the rudder
After fatigue and sweat,

47. Is ever more generous than he is in bestowing gifts,
Nor does a gift today preclude a gift tomorrow.
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4. Supplication, Entreaty: v. 32 “Judge with perspicacity”; vv. 42-43 “Go easy on
me”; but especially, vv. 48-49, the poet asks for nothing in return for his praise but
forgiveness:

48. This is my praise: if it sounds good to you
I have alluded—may you disdain all curses—to no gift.

49. This is an apology: if it has availed me nothing,
Then its author is indeed down on his luck.

Al-N®bighah’s poem succeeded and, as the literary tradition tells us, King
NuÆm®n forgave him, reinstated him as poet-laureate and boon companion
in his court, and bestowed upon him as well the gift of one hundred of the
Lakhmid’s coveted royal pure-bred camels.

The most renowned supplicatory panegyric ode of the classical Arabic
tradition, and the one most intimately and curiously related to al-al-B‚◊¬r¬’s
Burdah, is the first poem to be given the sobriquet “Qa◊¬dat al-Burdah,” 
that is, KaÆb ibn Zuhayr’s ode of submission to the Prophet MuΩammad 
and conversion to Islam, “B®nat SuÆ®d” (“SuÆ®d Has Departed”).24 Like al-
N®bighah’s poem, whose ritual structure it largely shares, KaÆb’s is a poem
of apology and also like his, a poem of incorporation, bringing the errant
poet, who had clung to the tribal beliefs of the J®hiliyyah, into the polity,
now the Islamic fold, and into the inner circle of the mamd‚Ω: that is, the
poet seeks forgiveness and incorporation into the community of believers. In
terms of traditional structural-thematic classification, KaÆb’s poem exem-
plifies the tripartite ode: 1) nas¬b (elegiac prelude) vv. 1-13 the poet’s
lament over his lost, but treacherous, beloved, SuÆ®d; 2) raΩ¬l (journey) vv.
13-31 (-34) dedicated to a detailed description of the poet’s mount, the she-
camel, and concluding with transitional lines about slanderers and false
friends; and 3) mad¬Ω (praise) vv. 34-55 including the poet’s entreaty, the
description of the Prophet as a mighty and rapacious lion and praise of the
Muh®jir‚n, the loyal core of Muslims who followed the Prophet in his flight
from Mecca to Medina. In terms of the supplicatory pattern that concerns
us here, the ritual elements are:

24 The translation and analysis of this poem and its associated lore are the subject of S.
Stetkevych, ch. 2, “Transmission and Submission: Praising the Prophet,” The Poetics of
Islamic Legitimacy, pp. 48-79. For the Arabic text, see Ab‚ SaÆ¬d al-ºasan ibn al-ºusayn al-
Sukkar¬, SharΩ D¬w®n KaÆb ibn Zuhayr (Cairo: Al-D®r al-Qawmiyyah, 1965), pp. 3-25. Like
al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah, KaÆb’s, too, in the medieval period was the base text for many a
muÆ®ra¥ah and expansion (mostly tashfl¬r and takhm¬s). Al-B‚◊¬r¬’s own muÆ®ra¥ah of KaÆb’s
Burdah is his l®miyyah named Dhakhr al-MaÆ®d f¬ Wazn B®nat SuÆ®d (K¬l®n¬, D¬w®n al-
B‚◊¬r¬, pp. 220-33; al-Nabh®n¬, Al-Majm‚Æah al-Nabh®niyyah, 3:9-20). See the latter, vol. 3,
passim, for a number of medieval muÆ®ra¥®t of KaÆb’s B®nat SuÆ®d.
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KaÆb ibn Zuhayr: SuÆ®d Has Departed25

[3]

1. Lyric-Elegiac Prelude (nas¬b): description of lost and treacherous beloved, 1-13

1. SuÆ®d has departed, and today my heart is sick
A slave to her traces, unransomed, enchained.

2. On the morning of departure when her tribe set out,
SuÆ®d was but a bleating antelope with languid gaze and kohl-lined eyes.
. . . . . . . . . .

6. Alas! What a mistress, had she been true to what she promised,
Had true advice not gone unheeded,

7. But she is a mistress in whose blood are mixed:
Calamity, mendacity, inconstancy and perfidy,

The last three elements are too intertwined in KaÆb’s poem to be sorted out
line by line, but in the main mad¬Ω passage (36-48) all three are discernible:
Self-abasement stands out in vv. 36, 37, 39, 40, 42, where the poet
expresses his fear, but also hope; Praise comes to the fore in the passage,
vv. 43-48 where the Prophet is compared in his terrible military might to a
rapacious lion (but then too, the image of the honest man whose flesh is
devoured of v. 47 seems also to be an expression of the poet’s own fears
for himself and self-abasement); Supplication is most explicit in vv. 37-38.

36. I was told God’s messenger had threatened me,
But from God’s Messenger pardon is hoped!

37. Go easy, and let Him be your guide who gave to you
The gift of the Quræ®n in which are warnings and discernment.

38. Don’t hold me to account for what my slanderers have said,
For, however great the lies against me, I have not sinned!

39. I stood where I saw and heard what would have made
The mighty pachyderm, had it stood in my stead,

40. Quake with fear unless the Messenger of God,
By God’s leave granted it protection.

41. Until I placed my right hand, without contending,
In the hand of an avenger, his word the word.

42. He is more dreaded by me when I speak to him
And am told, “You will be questioned and must answer”

43. Than a lion, snapping and rapacious,
Its lair in ÆAththar’s hollow, thicket within thicket,

44. Who in the morning feeds flesh to two lion whelps
That live on human flesh flung in the dust in chunks,

45. Who when it assaults its match is not permitted
To leave its match[’s blade] unnotched,

25 Al-Sukkar¬, SharΩ D¬w®n KaÆb ibn Zuhayr, pp. 3-25.
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46. For whom the braying onager falls silent,
In whose wadi no hunters stalk their prey,

47. In whose wadi lies an honest man, his weapons and torn clothes
Flung in the dust, his flesh devoured.

48. The Messenger is surely a sword from whose flash light is sought,
One of the swords of God, an Indian blade unsheathed.

What is further notable in the context of the present discussion is that this
poem, too, owes its sobriquet, “Qa◊¬dat al-Burdah,” to an anecdote that is
exterior, and even extraneous, to the poem. Tradition tells us that when KaÆb
recited this ode to the Prophet MuΩammad, he conferred upon the poet his
mantle, which, it is said, was later purchased by the Umayyad Caliph MuÆ®wiyah
from KaÆb’s heirs for 20,000 dirhams and worn by the Caliphs on feast
days. Despite its popularity, the “authenticity” of this anecdote has been
subject to suspicion. For, although cited in the literary compendia of such
venerable scholars as Ibn Sall®m al-JumaΩ¬ (d. 231/845 or 232/846) and Ibn
Qutaybah (d. 276/889), it does not appear in the authoritative biography of
the Prophet, Ibn Hish®m’s (d. 218/833 or 213/824) edition of Ibn IsΩ®q’s (d.
150/767) S¬rah Nabawiyyah, nor in sources derived from it, such as al-Sukkar¬’s
recension of the d¬w®n, nor in any of the orthodox ºad¬th collections (al-
kutub al-sittah) (which did not, however, prevent it from making its way
into 3rd century collections of Ωad¬th nabaw¬).26

In my opinion, as I have argued elsewhere, the poem itself has generated
the “myth” of the donation of the mantle. Furthermore, the myth then gen-
erated an actual relic. Although some claim that the references of the man-
tle in Caliphal times (as in al-BuΩtur¬’s [d. 231/845] celebrated ode to al-
Mutawakkil for Æ¡d al-Fiflr)27 confirm the veracity of the story, my argument
is rather that belief or myth actually generates physical relics—like the dis-
covery of the “true cross” in Crusader times. In other words, like Pirandello’s
Six Characters in Search of an Author, once the story circulated, it was only
a matter of time before an actual mantle became identified with the mythical

26 Versions of this anecdote are found in: Ab‚ MuΩammad ÆAbd All®h ibn Muslim Ibn
Qutaybah, Kit®b al-ShiÆr wa al-ShuÆar®æ, ed., M. J. de Goeje (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1904), p. 60;
and MuΩammad ibn Sall®m al-JumaΩ¬, fiabaq®t FuΩ‚l al-ShuÆar®æ, 2 vols., ed., MaΩm‚d
MuΩammad Sh®kir (Cairo: MaflbaÆat al-Madan¬, 1974), 1:103. See Rudi Paret, “Die Legende
der Verleihung des Prophetmantels (burda) an KaÆb ibn Zuhair,” Der Islam 17 (1928): 9-14;
and Sezgin, Poesie, pp. 229-30. The most extensive study of the sources, variants and politico-
historical significance of the burdah anecdote is that of Zwettler, which serves as an update
and corrective of Paret. Michael Zwettler, “The Poet and the Prophet: Towards an Under-
standing of the Evolution of a Narrative,” Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 5 (1984):
313-87. Of particular interest is his tracing its development into a “Prophetic Ωad¬th” in the
early third century H., pp. 334-72.

27 [Al-Wal¬d ibn ÆUbayd All®h al-BuΩtur¬], D¬w®n al-BuΩtur¬, 5 vols., ed. ºasan al-—ayraf¬
(Cairo: D®r al-MaÆ®rif, n.d.) #421, vol. 2, pp. 1070-73 (rhyme uÆdharu).
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one. For our purposes, we should understand the ritual gift exchange that is
at the core of the presentation of the panegyric ode and the “prize” ( j®æizah)
or “gift” that the mamd‚Ω is required or expected to bestow upon the poet
in return. Clearly in KaÆb’s conversion poem, the real “prize” is “the gift of
life”—the revocation of his death sentence—, which functions above all as
a synecdoche for the gift of salvation and life immortal in the heavenly gar-
den, which, in turn, is what his forgiveness and incorporation among the
community of believers entails. The effect of the myth of the mantle is to
provide a tangible “gift” whose symbolic value is that of the forgiveness,
blessing, and protection of the Prophet. In other words, the donation of the
mantle confirms literally and symbolically the full enactment of the ritual
exchange and the Prophet MuΩammad’s fulfillment of the contractual oblig-
ation incurred by the presentation of the panegyric ode.28

In these first two examples we have moved from a royal court panegyric
of the J®hiliyyah to a poem of conversion to Islam and praise of the
Prophet. In both of these cases, the ritual exchange of poem and prize, how-
ever much it may symbolize otherworldly matters, is set in real time and
space. The massive production of mad®æiΩ nabawiyyah, however, occurred
not during the lifetime of the Prophet, nor even during the classical Arabic
poetic period (1-5/7-12 centuries), but rather during the post-Classical period
(6-13/12-19 centuries), traditionally termed one of decline (ÆA◊r al-InΩifl®fl).
What happens to the idea of the ritual exchange of poem and prize when
the mamd‚Ω is no longer of this world? KaÆb’s poem already conveys the
idea of a spiritual as well as worldly reward, but the presentation of the
qa◊¬dah and the conferral of the prize take place on terra firma.

A brief look at the marthiyah (elegy) for the Prophet by his poet laure-
ate, ºass®n ibn Th®bit (d. before 40/661) will help show how this transition
was effected.29 Though traditionally classified as rith®æ (elegy), the poem is
curiously anomalous and can be viewed, at least in light of its role in the
development of mad¬Ω nabaw¬, as a hybrid between rith®æ and qa◊¬dat al-
madΩ, between elegy and panegyric, or, more precisely, what we have

28 On the power of both KaÆb’s and al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdahs to generate myths, relics, and mir-
acles, see my unpublished paper, “From Text to Talisman: Myth, Relic, and Miracle in the
Two Mantle Odes,” presented at the annual meeting of the Middle East Studies Association,
Washington, D.C., Nov., 2005.

29 ºass®n ibn Th®bit, D¬w®n, 2 vols., ed. Wal¬d ÆAraf®t (Beirut: D®r —®dir, 1974), 1:455-
58. See also, Ab‚ MuΩammad ÆAbd al-Malik ibn Hish®m, Al-S¬rah al-Nabawiyyah, 4 vols.
(Cairo: D®r al-Fikr [1980]) 4:1525-1527. Needless to say, I (and I imagine most others) dis-
agree with Zak¬ Mub®rak’s assessment that ºass®n ibn Th®bit’s elegies for the Prophet are
poetically weak (Mub®rak, Al-Mad®æiΩ al-Nabawiyyah, p. 29). On ºass®n’s Islamization of the
Bedouin nas¬b and the elegiac passages of this poem, see J. Stetkevych, Zephyrs of Najd, 59-
64. I hope to turn to a fuller study of this elegy on another occasion.
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termed the supplicatory-panegyric ode, that serves as a transitional poem toward
the formation of the post-Classical genre of mad¬Ω nabaw¬. The original
sense of rith®æ in the J®hiliyyah was that the poet gave of himself, his
poetry, selflessly, to perpetuate or immortalize the name of a kinsman who
had sacrificed his life on the field of battle. The ritual exchange of poetry
for blood, intimately linked to that of blood-vengeance (blood for blood),
was a confirmation of bonds of kinship, and the obligations incurred, like
blood-vengeance, had a self-perpetuating concatenating effect: one warrior
died, was avenged and elegized by a kinsman, who in turn was slain on the
battlefield, avenged and elegized, etc. With the advent of Islam much of this
changed, especially since the promise of immortality in the afterlife made,
or should have made, immortalization through poetry redundant. Blood
vengeance, likewise, was to have become obsolete.

In the case of ºass®n’s rith®æ for the Prophet, the situation is quite dif-
ferent from the j®hil¬ ritually obligatory elegy. The Prophet was not slain on
the battlefield, but died of natural causes, and the poet is not his kinsman.
What ºass®n has achieved, however, is an original and brilliant poetic for-
mulation: he has combined elements of elegy and supplicatory panegyric to
create a poem that both comforts the bereft community and exhorts their
continued allegiance to MuΩammad, the Prophet whose leadership or guid-
ance of the community is not terminated by his death. The poem opens with
a nas¬b in the form of the lyric-elegiac prelude theme of the ruined abode
(vv. 1-6), now Islamized to express the loss, not of a departed mistress, but
of the deceased Prophet.

ºass®n Ibn Th®bit: At fiayb®æ Lies a Trace30

[4]
1. At fiayb®æ lies a trace of the Messenger

and a place thronged and luminous,
While other traces lie barren and effaced.

2. The signs are not erased from that inviolate abode
In which stands the minbar that the Guide would mount.

3. Its signs yet clear, it waymarks standing still,
And his quarter where his mosque and prayer-place stood.

For those critics, classical and modern, who fault this poem on the grounds
that in rith®æ there should be no nas¬b, our contention that the poem is actu-
ally a hybrid informed by the genre requirements of the supplicatory pane-
gyric, among them the nas¬b, serves as refutation. The nas¬b is followed by

30 ºass®n ibn Th®bit, D¬w®n, ed. ÆAraf®t, 1:455-58. See also, Ibn Hish®m, Al-S¬rah al-
Nabawiyyah, 4:1525-27.
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a long lament section, then a praise section that could belong quite equally
to an elegy or a panegyric (37-42). What concerns us most, however, is the
two-line conclusion: here the poem is revealed to be, above all, a supplica-
tory panegyric for which a reward is expected—life eternal in the immortal
garden, and, in particular, to be brought once more into the inner circle of
his lord (as in al-N®bighah’s poem): verses 45-46.

45. I will never cease desiring to praise him, for perhaps thereby
I will dwell in the immortal garden forever.

46. With al-Mu◊flaf®, [God’s] chosen, I desire by this [praise]
to dwell in his protection,
And for the reward of that day, I strive and strain.

Thus, even though it is generally, and correctly, termed an elegy, the ritual-
thematic intent of the poem is clearly that of the praise for prize exchange
of the panegyric ode, and the “prize” that the poet wants is to be brought
into the company of the Prophet—now in the immortal garden. Notice his
use of the precise diction of the supplicatory panegyric: “I desire thereby to
dwell in his protection.”

When we then place the poem in the context of the death of the Prophet
and the challenge that it presented to the nascent Islamic community, we
can appreciate the genius of ºass®n’s formulation even more. For if, as I
have argued above and extensively elsewhere, the qa◊¬dat al-madΩ serves to
establish a bond of allegiance, especially between subject and ruler, then by
incorporating it into his “elegy” ºass®n has not merely offered comfort to
the bereft believers, but has solved the crisis of the Islamic community: the
supplicatory-panegyric exchange of poem and prize between the poet and
deceased Prophet confirms that the Prophet was not merely a temporal ruler
whose passing marks the abrogation of obligations of allegiance [as the
Murtadd‚n (Apostates) claimed, thereby setting off the ºur‚b al-Riddah
(Wars of Apostasy)], but is indeed a Prophet whose mutual bonds of oblig-
ation with his community of believers still stand.

In sum, what all these poems have in common is their supplicatory-pan-
egyric structure and function: a poem of praise and entreaty is presented to
a mamd‚Ω with the expectation, indeed requirement, that he give something
in return. The exchange pattern of gift and counter-gift is ritually and
morally binding on both the poet and the patron, and the performance 
of this ritual establishes a contractual bond of obligation and allegiance 
between the two.

III: Al-B‚◊¬r¬’s “Burdah” as a Supplicatory Panegyric Ode

Let us at last turn back to al-B‚◊¬r¬’s poem with a view to identifying the
four elements of the supplicatory panegyric: 1. Lyric-Elegiac Prelude (nas¬b);
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2. Self-Abasement; 3. Praise of the One Supplicated; 4. Supplication; and to
examining more closely the object of the poet’s supplication.

We will see in our discussion, as we saw as well in the classical ex-
amples, that although the nas¬b stands out as the recognizable opening 
structural element of the classical qa◊¬dah, the elements of praise, self
abasement, and supplication are not so distinct, but are conceptually and
poetically interdependent. Again, we need to keep an eye out for the key
elements associated with self-abasement: the expression of fear and hope,
and the supplicant’s throwing himself at the mercy of the mamd‚Ω.

Part I: Prophetic Nas¬b31

[5]

1. Was it the memory of those you loved at Dh‚ Salam
That made you weep so hard your tears

were mixed with blood?
2. Or was it the wind that stirred from the direction of K®˙imah

And the lightning that flashed in the darkness of I¥am?
3. What ails your eyes? If you say “cease,” they flow with tears;

What ails your heart? If you say “be still,” its passion flares once more.
4. Does the lover think that his passion can be concealed

When his tears are flowing with it and his heart inflamed?
5. But for passion you would not shed tears over a ruined abode,

Nor spend nights sleepless from remembering the ben-tree[’s fragrance]
and the [supple] banner-spear.

[OR: the ben-tree and the mountain peak.]
6. How can you deny your love when two upstanding witnesses

[Tears and lovesickness] have testified to it?
7. And passion has borne witness to it

With two streaks of tears upon your cheeks, as red as Æanam-boughs,
and a sickly face, as yellow as the blossoms of bih®r?

8. Oh yes, the phantom of the one I love did come by night
And leave me sleepless; love does indeed impede delight with pain.

9. O you who fault me for chaste ÆUdhr¬ passion, forgive me!
For were you fair, you would not censure me.

31 For the text, I have followed al-Ghazz¬, Al-Zubdah f¬ SharΩ al-Burdah, correcting his
mistakes in line numbering. For vocalization and translation, I have relied on al-Ghazz¬’s text
and commentary and also, al-B®j‚r¬, º®shiyah [. . .]Æal® Matn al-Burdah, and the Egyptian
grammarian Kh®lid [ibn ÆAbd All®h] al-Azhar¬ [d. 905/1499], SharΩ Qa◊¬dat al-Burdah lil-
Shaykh Kh®lid al-Azhar¬, ([Istanbul]: Der Saadet/Sharikat —aΩ®fiyyah ÆUthm®niyyah, 1318 [1900]).
As these exist in numerous other mss. and print editions, I have referred to line numbers rather
than page numbers. Of the several English translations available, the most accurate is proba-
bly that of R. A. Nicholson. I have consulted it as it appears in Arthur Jeffery, ed., A Reader
on Islam: Passages from Standard Arabic Writings Illustrative of the Beliefs and Practices of
Muslims (’S-Gravenhage: Mouton, 1962), pp. 605-20. I have also referred to Stefan Sperl’s
translation and notes, Sperl, “Al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah,” 2: 388-411 (trans.); 2:470-76 (intro. and
notes). Please note that some differences in translation are due to the variety of interpretations
offered by various commentators. The translation in this study is my own.
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10. May you be stricken with the same affliction!
My secret is never hidden from my enemies; my sickness never ends!

11. You gave me sound counsel, but I didn’t listen;
For lovers are deaf to those that reproach them.

12. Even the advice of grey hair I held suspect,
Though grey hair is the furthest of all reproachers from suspicion.

The nas¬b, as discussed above in the context of Ibn al-F®ri¥’s Sufi ghazal,
is a model of the intriguing ambiguity of poetic language. Al-Ghazz¬ tells
us in his commentary to v. 2, that the use of place-names from pilgrimage
routes and rites (man®zil al-Ωajj) of the ºij®z is a sign that the poem will
be a mad¬Ω nabaw¬. Yet, at the same time, we should note that the evoca-
tion of ºij®z¬ place-names in the nas¬b, a convention traceable to the later
ÆAbb®sid poet Mihy®r al-Daylam¬ (d. 428/1037), and his teacher, al-Shar¬f
al-Ra¥¬ (d. 406/1016), is highly developed in Sufi poetry, where the identity
of the “beloved” is not the Prophet MuΩammad, but the Divine, and where,
as J. Stetkevych has shown, the place-names evocative of the pilgrimage
route serve to create a spiritual itinerary.32 Further, in composing his poem
as a muÆ®ra¥ah of Ibn al-F®ri¥’s m¬miyyah, a Sufi ghazal of unrepentant
devotion to the beloved, al-B‚◊¬r¬ employs the same poetic motifs and dic-
tion to invoke the memory of and passion for a lost beloved.

In the reading of v. 5 that I have chosen to translate, “the ben-tree[’s fra-
grance”] and “the [supple] banner-spear” (Æalam), (literally “the ben-tree”
and “the banner-spear”) serve as traditional metaphors (or similes) for the
beloved’s delightful fragrance (a synechdoche really) and supple figure.
Following Nicholson’s choice of the other meaning of Æalam that the com-
mentarists proffer, “mountain tip,” the result is, as al-Ghazz¬ tells us, that
both elements now serve as synecdoches for the places of vv. 1 and 2: the
ben-trees of Dh‚ Salam and the tip of Mount I¥am (al-Ghazz¬, v. 5).33 In
effect, the semantic interplay of conventional elements of the intimately
related imagery and diction of the abode and the beloved has been so

32 See al-Ghazz¬, Al-Zubdah f¬ SharΩ al-Burdah, v. 2. According to Prof. MaΩm‚d ÆAl¬
Makk¬, it was Mihy®r al-Daylam¬ (428/1037) who introduced the ºij®z¬ place-names associ-
ated with the Islamic pilgrimage routes and rites (man®zil al-Ωajj) into the nas¬b, which other-
wise had been characterized by the evocative place-names associated with the poet’s beloved
or his tribal homeland, e.g., of Najd (verbal communication, Cairo, May, 2001). It seems it
may actually go back to Mihy®r’s teacher, al-Shar¬f al-Ra¥¬ (d. 406/1016) (Arberry, The
Mystical Poems of Ibn al-F®ri¥, p. 96, note 1). Although she does not mention these earlier
precedents, Schimmel provides a brief overview of the theme of the poet’s longing for Medina
in Arabic and other Islamic poetries (Schimmel, And Muhammad is His Messenger, pp. 189-
194). See J. Stetkevych, Zephyrs of Najd, pp. 80-89.

33 See Nicholson, p. 606, v. 5.
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intensified in the Arabic poetic tradition that the strict distinction of rhetor-
ical function—simile, metaphor, synecdoche, or metonymy—breaks down
until everything is a metonymy of everything else—that is, any one element
has the effect of evoking the others.

Technically, within the nas¬b itself (vv. 1-10), the identity of the beloved
is not revealed: is this a worldly passion or is al-B‚◊¬r¬ describing his pas-
sionate devotion to the Prophet MuΩammad or the Divine? In the end—and
this is where the metalanguage of poetic form (i.e., of the difference
between the self-contained ghazal-form and the nas¬b, which is only the first
part of the structural-thematic trajectory of the bi- or tri-partite qa◊¬dah-
form) comes into play—the nas¬b (vv. 1-12) of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s mad¬Ω nabaw¬,
veers away from the concluding reaffirmation of unrepentant passion of the
self-contained (Sufi) ghazal. It follows instead the structural dictates of the
qa◊¬dat al-madΩ, that is, it invokes the memory of and passion for what is
revealed to be an earthly beloved, but in the end abjures that passion and
moves on to regret and repentance. By contrast, we should note, that the
self-contained Sufi ghazal stubbornly maintains the ambiguity—or identity—
of the earthly and divine beloved.

Part II: Warning against the Passion of the Self

[6]

13. My willful wicked self in its folly refused all warnings
From the harbingers of grey hair and old age.

14. It did not prepare a repast of good deeds to welcome
The guest [grey hair] that, unabashed, alighted on my head.

15. Had I known that I could not honor this guest,
I would have concealed his arrival with katam-dye.

16. Who will restrain my defiant soul from error
As bolting steeds are curbed by yanking back the reins?

17. Don’t hope to curb her craving for defiance by indulging it,
For food only strengthens the glutton’s appetite.

18. The self is like a little child: if you ignore it, it won’t outgrow
Its love of suckling; but if you wean it, it will stop.

19. So curb the passion of the self and beware lest it rule over you,
For wherever passion reigns it brings death or disgrace.

20. Watch over her when she grazes freely among deeds
And if she finds a pasture sweet, don’t let her graze there.

21. How often has she made a deadly delight seem so delectable
To a man, that he doesn’t know that his rich dish holds poison.

22. Fear the tricks that hunger and satiety can play,
For an empty belly can cause more harm than a bloated one.

23. Purge with tears an eye filled with the sight of things forbidden,
And adhere to a strict diet of repentance.

24. Defy your [willful] self and Satan, disobey them!
And if they offer you sincere advice, be suspect!
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25. Don’t let them play judge or litigant in you[r deliberations],
For you know the tricks that the judge and litigant play.34

26. I seek God’s forgiveness for my saying what I do not do;
It’s [as though] I’ve claimed a sterile man has children.

27. I have ordered you to do good, but have not obeyed my own command;
I have not been righteous, so how can I say to you “Be righteous!”?

28. I have not provisioned myself, before death, with a store of extra prayers;
I’ve done only the required prayers, nor have I fasted [more than is
required].

The imposition of thematic sectional divisions upon the poem may obscure the
masterful transition of vv. 11-13, through which the ambiguous b/Beloved
of the Sufi-influenced nas¬b is revealed to be an earthly beloved who repre-
sents the vanities and passions of the world. In the end, al-B‚◊¬r¬’s nas¬b
thus resembles KaÆb’s nas¬b more than it resembles Ibn al-F®ri¥’s ghazal.
Further, for al-B‚◊¬r¬, perhaps inasmuch as the nas¬b functions as an
emblem or synecdoche of poetry as whole, what the poet is really rejecting
is worldly poetry (see below). By v. 13, then, the passion of the nas¬b is
described as a folly from which the willful ego [al-B‚◊¬r¬’s “æamm®rat¬ bi
al-s‚æ,” invokes the Quræ®nic “æinna al-nafsa la-æamm®ratun bi al-s‚æ”
(Surely the human soul commands it to evil”) of S‚rat Y‚suf (QK 12:53)]
will not desist. In vv. 13-15, al-B‚◊¬r¬ employs the conceit of grey hair (a
reminder of man’s mortality and a harbinger of death) as an unabashed
guest who arrives unannounced and for whom the poet/host is caught un-
prepared. As al-Ghazz¬’s editor, ÆUmar M‚s®, and Sperl note, the second
hemistich of v. 14, “The guest [grey hair] that, unabashed, alighted on my
head,” is a direct quote of the opening hemistich of a poem by al-Mutanabb¬.35

Nevertheless, the classical nas¬b motif of the unrepentant aging lover railing
against old age (al-shakw® min al-shayb) is somewhat twisted here. Instead
of defying or denying the unwanted guest, he recognizes his obligation to
honor him. The poet is ashamed of his arrested moral development and
repentant for having clung to the things of this world, “the follies of youth,”
rather than having prepared a store of good deeds for the “guest,” for the
life to come. These verses thus signal a moral and emotional transition.

34 I have followed Sperl in translating kha◊m (enemy, opponent) as “litigant” to capture the
play on Ωakam (arbiter, judge) and kha◊m. As Sperl notes, al-B‚◊¬r¬ derives this word-play
from v. 12 of al-Mutanabb¬’s m¬miyyah, although he uses it quite differently. See al-
Mutanabb¬, D¬w®n, 3:366; Sperl, “Al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah,” 2:474, n. 10.

35 Al-Ghazz¬, Al-Zubdah f¬ SharΩ al-Burdah, p. 52, n. 2; Sperl, “Al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah,” 2:474,
n. 7. Sperl has a bit of a mix-up: the second hemistich of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s v. 14, not the first, is
the quotation from al-Mutanabb¬’s opening hemistich of the poem. My interpretation of v. 14
of the Burdah differs somewhat from his. The quote (ta¥m¬n) is from al-Mutanabb¬, D¬w®n,
4:34, poem # 233, v. 1.
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This reading should help us understand that in the classical qa◊¬dat al-
madΩ, too, the nas¬b is not an extraneous element nor merely a seductive
“come-on,” but the necessary starting-point for the psychological and moral
trajectory of the poem. Unlike the static single-themed ghazal-form that so
admirably expresses (especially) erotic fixation or obsession, the qa◊¬dah in
its tripartite or bipartite form is a structure that expresses transition, indeed,
transformation. So far in this poem, we have made the transition from erotic
suffering (Part 1) to repentance, contrition, and the poet’s moral admonition, to 
himself as well as others, to curb the appetites of the “willful ego” (Part 2).
With this, the elements of self-abasement that most concern us in the con-
text of the present argument come to the fore. They are most apparent in
the confession and plea for absolution in vv. 26-29.

Once again the section heading of Part 3 obscures the subtlety of the
transition, whereby the poet moves from the self-reproach and repentance of
Part 2 into the Praise for the Prophet MuΩammad of Part 3: “. . ./ I’ve done
only the required prayers, nor have I fasted [more than is required]//I have
abandoned the sunnah of him whose night-prayers revived (illumined) the
darkness/. . .” (vv. 28-29). It should be further noted here that Part 2:
Warning against the Passion of the Self serves as a passage of self-abase-
ment and transition in much the same way that the raΩ¬l, central journey
section, of the tripartite qa◊¬dat al-madΩ does.

Part III: Praise of the Noble Messenger

[7]

29. I have profaned the Path of him who[se night prayers]
brought the darkness to life

Until his feet complained of pain and swelling.
30. Who tied a stone to his belly to blunt the hunger pangs,

Concealing beneath the stone his tender flank.
31. Haughty mountains of pure gold sought to tempt him,

But, oh, with what disdain he turned them down!
32. His need served only to strengthen his renunciation,

For necessity cannot prevail against the sinless.
33. How could need tempt with this world[’s vanities] one who, but for him,

The world would never have emerged from nothingness?
34. MuΩammad, the master of the inhabitants of both [the seen and unseen]

worlds,
Of both corporeal species [men and jinn], of the two races, ÆArab and

ÆAjam.
35. Our Prophet, the commander of good and forbidder of evil;

No one was more just than he was when he said “yes” or “no.”
36. He is the beloved [of God] whose intercession is hoped for

In the face of every dread and unexpected horror.
37. He called [mankind] to God, so whoever clings to him

Clings to a rope that will never break.
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38. He surpassed all other prophets in form and character;
They could not approach him in knowledge or in magnanimity.

39. Each of them beseeching God’s Messenger
For a handful of the sea [of his knowledge]

Or a sip of the unceasing rain [of his munificence].
40. Standing before him, lined up by rank,

[Like] points on the letters of his knowledge or vowel-marks on the text
of his wisdom.

41. He is the one whose spirit and form were perfected,
Then the Creator of mankind chose him as His beloved.

42. In [inner and outer] beauty he is free from any partner, for in him
The essence of beauty is indivisible.

43. Leave off what the Christians claim for their prophet,
But praise him as you judge best and consider fitting.

44. Ascribe to him as much as you wish of honor
And assign him as much majesty as you desire,

45. For surely the merit of God’s Messenger is without limit,
And so exceeds what any tongue could ever express.

46. If his miracles were as mighty as his rank,
The mere mention of his name would revive the deads’ decaying bones.

47. For our sake, he did not test us with more than our minds could grasp,
So we never harbored doubts nor fell into confusion.

48. [But] his true nature defies human understanding:
There is no one, near or far, who is not dumbfounded by it,

49. Like the sun that from afar appears small to the eye,
But is too bright to look at directly.

50. How can his true nature be grasped in this world
By a people asleep, distracted from him by dreams?

51. The utmost extent of [our] knowledge of him is that he is human,
And that he is the best of all of God’s creation.

52. And all the miracles that [other] noble messengers have brought
Have reached them only through his light.

53. He is the sun in virtue; the [others], stars
Whose lights appear to mankind [only] at night.

54. How noble is the form of a Prophet adorned with good morals,
Cloaked in comeliness, marked by a radiant face!

55. A tender blossom in complexion, the full moon in nobility,
The sea in magnanimity, in aspiration as limitless as time itself.

56. Even when alone in his majesty, he seems, when you meet him,
Surrounded by an army and an entourage.

57. As if the pearls secreted in their oyster shells
Were from the two mines of his speech and of his smile.

58. No perfume is as redolent as the dust that holds his bones;
Whoever inhales or kisses it is blessed.

The mad¬Ω section (Part 3: Praise of the Noble Messenger, vv. 29-58)
weaves together threads of several different strains, which, when analyzed,
give us some idea of the literary genealogy of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s mad¬Ω nabaw¬.
First, as expected, there are elements deriving from Islamic religious
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sources, the Quræ®n and the life of the Prophet, the latter sometimes trace-
able to Ibn Hish®m/Ibn IsΩ®q’s Al-S¬rah al-Nabawiyyah and to standard
ºad¬th collections, such as those of Anis ibn Malik, al-Bukh®r¬, and
Muslim, as noted by the commentators, but also to later, though authorita-
tive sources, such as the traditionists al-º®kim al-Nays®b‚r¬ (d. 405/1014),
author of Al-Mustadrak Æal® al-—aΩ¬Ωayn, and his pupil Ab‚ Bakr al-BayΩaq¬
(d. 458/1066), author of Kit®b al-Sunan al-Kubr®. Particularly proximate to
the Burdah in time and materials pertaining to the Prophet is the enormously
successful Al-Shif®æ bi-TaÆr¬f ºuq‚q al-Mu◊flaf® of the celebrated M®lik¬ scholar
of the Muslim West, al-Q®¥¬ ÆIy®¥ ibn M‚s® (d. 544/1149), a work which
continues to play an important role in popular piety.36 A compendium of tra-
ditional beliefs concerning the Prophet and the obligations of the Muslim to
him, Al-Shif®æ provides a convenient prose reference, if not indeed a source,
for many of the Prophetic traditions covered in Parts III-VIII of the Burdah,
and is cited often, sometimes by name, sometimes not, by the Arab com-
mentarists relied on in this study.

Except for some of the Quræ®nic references, it is impossible to say pre-
cisely what al-B‚◊¬r¬’s sources were, rather, we can conclude from the cor-
roborating evidence from the sources adduced by the commentators that the
Burdah expresses traditional beliefs that were accepted in the poet’s time
and long thereafter. Further, we should note that what in historical terms we
would call post-classical Islamic developments are seamlessly integrated
here and elsewhere in the poem. In the initial passage describing the
Prophet’s suffering and renunciation, elements attested by al-Bukh®r¬ and the
S¬rah of Ibn Hish®m, such as the Prophet placing a stone on his belly to
ward off hunger pangs (vv. 29-30) lead to an episode (that we would other-
wise recognize from the Temptation of Christ in the New Testament) in 
v. 31, attested to in the Shif®æ of al-Q®¥¬ ÆIy®¥, in which Jibr¬l tempted/
tested the Prophet with a mountain of gold.37 Likewise, later neo-Platonic
influenced concepts of the Prophet MuΩammad are reflected in v. 33, for
which al-Ghazz¬ and al-B®j‚r¬ cite a Ωad¬th given by al-º®kim and his pupil
al-BayΩaq¬. It is curious that, whereas al-Ghazz¬ interprets vv. 52-53 more
conservatively, saying that MuΩammad’s n‚r (light) means his knowledge,
and that the image of the sun and stars is a simile, meaning that the shar¬Æah
of MuΩammad abrogated those of the earlier prophets, al-Azhar¬ and al-
B®j‚r¬ both add further that these lines refer to al-n‚r al-MuΩammad¬. The

36 M. Talbi, “ÆIy®¥ ibn M‚s®,” EI2.
37 Al-Q®¥¬ ÆIy®¥ ibn M‚s® al-YaΩ◊ub¬ al-Andalus¬, Al-Shif®æ bi-TaÆr¬f ºuq‚q al-Mu◊flaf®, 

2 vols., ed. MuΩammad Am¬n Qurrah ÆAl¬ et al. (Damascus: D®r al-Waf®æ lil-fiib®Æah wa 
al-Nashr, 1392/1972) 1:280 (pt. 1, ch. 2, sect. 22).
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analogy is quite compelling—the sun has light in itself, whereas the light of
the planets is only borrowed from the sun; the sun’s light is not at all dimin-
ished by its lighting the planets, etc. (see al-Azhar¬ and al-B®j‚r¬).38 Not sur-
prisingly, such elements of the poem elicited condemnation from certain
conservative quarters, most notably the celebrated ºanbal¬ theologian Ibn
Taymiyyah (728/1328), who took particular exception to vv. 43-46.39

Certain Quræ®nic references are more straightforward, such as v. 37 in its
allusion to al-Æurwah al-wuthq® (the firm handle; QK 2:256 and 31:22).
Other elements reflect the Islamic beliefs of the medieval period, deriving
from neo-Platonic, Sufi, and popular devotional sources, for example, vv.
33-34, 36, 42, 46, 50-52. Perhaps most important are those reflecting the
medieval development of personal devotion to the Prophet MuΩammad as
Intercessor on the Day of Judgment, as in v. 36, for which both al-Ghazz¬
and al-B®j‚r¬ cite a passage from the renowned Sh®fiÆ¬ jurist and tradition-
ist of Damascus, MuΩy¬ al-D¬n al-Nawaw¬ (d. 676/1277), on the types of
intercession that the Prophet can or will provide. Another noteworthy ele-
ment is the insistence on MuΩammad’s rank as the highest of the prophets,
vv. 38-40, 52, a theme that reflects the intercommunal polemic distinctive
of the Burdah and others of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s poems, and which comes to the fore
in the Burdah, Part 7, The Night Journey and Ascension.40

Yet another clearly discernible strain, and one that distinguishes al-
B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah from much of the more purely lyrical devotional tone of the
medieval mad®æiΩ nabawiyyah as a whole, is that of the Arab-Islamic court
panegyric tradition. This poetics or rhetoric of political power originated in
the J®hiliyyah with poets such as al-N®bighah, was appropriated in the Umayyad
period by poets like al-Akhflal, Jar¬r, and al-Farazdaq, and reached its apex
in the ÆAbb®sid period in the highly rhetorically ornate bad¬Æ-style pane-
gyrics of poets like Ab‚ Tamm®m (d. 231/845), al-BuΩtur¬ (d. 284/897), and
al-Mutanabb¬ (d. 354/965).41 The distinctive poetics or rhetoric of this pan-

38 See Schimmel, And Muhammad is His Messenger, ch. 7, “The Light of Muhammad and
the Mystical Tradition,” pp. 123-143.

39 K¬l®n¬, D¬w®n al-B‚◊¬r¬, pp. 30-31; see also, al-Qabb®n¬, Al-B‚◊¬r¬, pp. 121-23.
40 On intercommunal polemic in al-B‚◊¬r¬, see Part VII of the Burdah: the Night Journey

and the Ascension, vv. 88-104; his long polemical poem against the Christians and Jews, Al-
Makhraj wa al-Mard‚d f¬ al-Radd Æal® al-Na◊®r® wa al-Yah‚d (K¬l®n¬, D¬w®n al-B‚◊¬r¬, pp.
175-219; and al-Nabh®n¬, Al-Majm‚Æah al-Nabh®niyyah, 3:134-50; rhyme: -l®), and sections
of his celebrated long mad¬Ω nabaw¬, Umm al-Qur® f¬ MadΩ Khayr al-War®, commonly
known by its rhyme as al-Hamziyyah (K¬l®n¬, D¬w®n al-B‚◊¬r¬, pp. 49-77; al-Nabh®n¬, Al-
Majm‚Æah al-Nabh®niyyah, 1:77-105). See the discussion in al-Qabb®n¬, Al-B‚◊¬r¬, pp. 91-96.

41 On bad¬Æ, see Suzanne P. Stetkevych, Ab‚ Tamm®m and the Poetics of the ÆAbb®sid Age
(E. J. Brill, 1991), pp. 3-111, passim.
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egyric style, especially in its high ÆAbb®sid bad¬Æ expression, became the
consummate expression of divinely appointed Arab-Islamic hegemonic
rule.42 It is most salient in this section in verses such as 33, which despite
its neo-Platonic precept, exemplifies the verbal and mental play that defines
al-madhhab al-kal®m¬, that most distinctive element of the bad¬Æ style that
we could describe as “mental gymnastics.” Typical, too, of the high pane-
gyric bad¬Æ style is v. 40, with its conceit that the other prophets are to
MuΩammad as “points on the letters of his knowledge or vowel-marks on
the text of his wisdom.” Vv. 53-57, except for the word Prophet in v. 54,
could be taken directly from court panegyric of the Ab‚ Tamm®mian sort.
Despite its lyrical first hemistich, v. 55, as has been noted by al-Ghazz¬’s
editor, ÆUmar M‚s®, boasts precisely the parallel phrases (tashfl¬r or Ωusn al-
taqs¬m) of Ab‚ Tamm®m’s celebrated praise of the Caliph al-MuÆta◊im:

[8]

Directed by one relying on God, avenging for God
Striving for God and yearning for God.43

V. 56 in particular is straight out of the ÆAbb®sid military panegyric motif
catalogue. The double-simile of pearls in v. 57, as al-Ghazz¬ notes, is based
on a verse by al-BuΩtur¬:

[9]

Pearls she reveals when she smiles,
And pearls she lets fall, one by one, as she speaks.44

In terms of our discussion of the rhetorically ornate bad¬Æ style, we can note
that al-B‚◊¬r¬’s line, like al-BuΩtur¬’s, is a double inverted simile. The poet
has taken two traditional similes: first, that beautiful words are like pearls
(cf. the English “pearls of wisdom” for “wise sayings”) and second, that
beautiful white teeth are like pearls (cf., again, the English “pearly whites”
for “teeth”); then, as al-Ghazz¬ notes, the poet has inverted each one of them

42 That the rhetorically ornate bad¬Æ-style of the high ÆAbb®sid period was the language par
excellence of Islamic political hegemony is the thesis of Part 2 of S. Stetkevych, “Burdat al-
B‚◊¬r¬ bayn al-Qa◊¬dah wa al-S¬rah,” and will be further explored in S. Stetkevych, “Min al-
Bad¬Æ il® al-Bad¬Æiyyah.”

43 Al-Ghazz¬, Al-Zubdah f¬ SharΩ al-Burdah, p. 75, n. 1. The line is from Ab‚ Tamm®m’s
celebrated qa◊¬dah on al-MuÆta◊im’s conquest of the Byzantine city of Amorium
(ÆAmm‚riyah). See D¬w®n Ab¬ Tamm®m bi-SharΩ al-Khafl¬b al-Tibr¬z¬, 4 vols., ed. MuΩammad
ÆAbduh ÆAzz®m, (Cairo: D®r al-MaÆ®rif, 1951), 1:40-74; poem # 3, v. 37.

44 I have given the line as it appears in D¬w®n al-BuΩtur¬, 2:1230; poem # 486, v. 6.
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(pearls are like the Prophet’s words and like the Prophet’s teeth) and com-
bined them in a single line. That one simile is physical and the other con-
ceptual adds additional rhetorical refinement.

In a curious and moving manner, after this complex interweaving of var-
ious religious and political panegyric strains, al-B‚◊¬r¬ closes the mad¬Ω sec-
tion proper (Part 3) with a delicately lyrical verse (v. 58) that evokes the
elegiac mood of both nas¬b and rith®æ that we know from ºass®n ibn
Th®bit’s elegy to the Prophet: “No fragrance is as redolent as the dust that
holds his bones” and the section ends on a theme so prominent in both the
mad¬Ω nabaw¬ and popular piety of the medieval period, the devotional visit
to Medina and the grave of the Prophet after completing the pilgrimage rites
at Mecca.45 Indeed, v. 58, “No perfume is as redolent as the dust that holds
his bones;/Whoever inhales or kisses it is blessed” virtually reiterates the
prescription of al-Q®¥¬ ÆIy®¥’s Al-Shif®æ, concerning the place where the
Prophet’s skin first touched the earth, after his death, “its courtyards should
be glorified, its fragrant odors should be inhaled and its abodes and walls
should be kissed” (æan tuÆa˙˙ama Æara◊®tuh® wa-tunassama nafaΩ®tuh® wa-
tuqabbala rub‚Æuh® wa-judr®nuh®).46

The delicate lyricism of v. 58 should not blind us to its rhetorical sophis-
tication, most notably in the jin®s (root-play) between fl¬b (fragrance or per-
fume) and fl‚b® (blessing), one conveying sweetness and purity on the phys-
ical level, the other on the spiritual. The commentarists insist on telling us
that aÆ˙um (bones) is to be understood as a synecdoche for the entire body,
because the body of MuΩammad, like those of other prophets, is incorrupt-
ible and did not decompose in the grave (al-B®j‚r¬). This should serve to
remind us that especially in the Islamic context, fl¬b and fl‚b®, perfume and
blessing, are both associated with immortality and salvation, a point further
corroborated by the name (or epithet) of the Prophet’s grave-site, fiayb®æ
(see ºass®n ibn Th®bit’s elegy, above). The emotional and literary effect of
this verse serves as generic sign-post to alert us once more to the fact that
this is after all not court panegyric, but the curious hybrid, mad¬Ω nabaw¬,
with its distinctive structural and motival combination of the lyric elegiac
elements of nas¬b and rith®æ with the masculine and hegemonic elements of
qa◊¬dat al-madΩ, and, finally, the projection into the future of the completion
of the ritual exchange that the classical qa◊¬dah embodies and implies—i.e.,
shaf®Æah and fl‚b®, intercession on Judgment Day and blessing.

45 See Al-Q®¥¬ ÆIy®¥, Al-Shif®æ, 2:194-207 (pt. 2, ch. 4, sect. 9); Schimmel, And Muhammad
is His Messenger, pp. 190-91.

46 Al-Q®¥¬ ÆIy®¥, Al-Shif®æ, 2:132 (pt. 2, ch. 3, sect. 9).
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It is important to realize that Part 3, the mad¬Ω or praise section of the
Burdah, is not merely a string of encomniastic verses, but rather it exhibits
a clear psychological or spiritual progression or transformation. The poet
(and reader) begins Part 3, v. 29, in a state of self reproach and despair
(sin): “I have wronged/sinned against the sunnah of him whose night
prayers . . .,” but emerges from it with the hope of intercession, blessing, and
spiritual renewal. Thus, in itself, Part 3 encapsulates the structure of ritual
exchange of the mad¬Ω nabaw¬: the poet opens with self-abasement and con-
trition, then offers a gift of praise, and closes with a blessing.

In terms of the full supplicatory structure of the poem, the mad¬Ω section
can be understood as the countermovement to elements 1. Nas¬b and 2. Self-
Abasement. Supplication by its very nature requires the abasement, physical
or psychological, of the supplicant and the elevation, physical or psycho-
logical, of the one supplicated.47 Let us now turn Parts 9 and 10, whose tra-
ditional titles tell us quite directly that they are concerned with Supplication
and Plea for Intercession. Part 9 can be termed the ritual contractual core of
the poem.

Part IX: Supplication and Plea for Intercession

[10]

140. I hereby serve him with praise whereby I seek forgiveness
For a life spent in poetry and service [to others],

141. Which had led me to deeds of dreadful consequence,
Till I was like a sacrificial sheep led to the slaughter.

142. I obeyed the temptations of youth in both [poetry and worldly service]
And from them I obtained nothing but sins and regrets.

143. What a loss for my soul in her commerce! She did not purchase the
next world

With this world; she did not even put this world up for sale!
144. Whoever sells the world to come [to buy] this fleeting world

Will soon see he’s been defrauded in the sale and in the purchase.
145. If I have committed sins, yet my pact with the Prophet is not broken,

Nor is my bond with him severed.
146. For surely I have a covenant of protection from him, for I am named

MuΩammad,
And he is the most faithful of [all] creation to the pacts of protection.

147. If on Resurrection Day he does not take me by the hand,
Then say, “Oh, how his foot does slip [from the Bridge into Hellfire]!”

148. No one who hopes for his generous gifts is ever denied;
No one who seeks his protection is ever dishonored.

47 As noted above, note 21, Parts 4-8 of the Burdah are, in terms of the qa◊¬dah form of
the poem, structurally appended to the mad¬Ω section proper (Part 3); I treat them in detail in
“From S¬rah to Qa◊¬dah.”
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149. Since I have committed my thoughts to his praise,
I have found him most committed to my salvation.

150. His wealth will never fail the dusty [outstretched] hand,
For surely the rain makes flowers bloom even on hilltops.

151. —And I don’t mean the blossoms of this world
That Zuhayr’s hands plucked for his praise poems to Harim.

As I have demonstrated elsewhere concerning KaÆb ibn Zuhayr’s B®nat
SuÆ®d, the core section of the supplicatory ode is signaled by a change in
style from the rhetorically laden and heavily metaphorical “opaque” poetic
language to a more “transparent” straightforward “prosaic” language.48 In
essence, Part 9 sets forth and reiterates the supplicatory panegyric pact
between poet and patron, specifying for this mad¬Ω nabaw¬ the moral, 
spiritual, and otherworldly, that is to say, religious, dimensions of the
covenant. Verse 140 succinctly reiterates the pact: that the poet is present-
ing praise to the Prophet MuΩammad in return for his intercession on the
Day of Judgment for God’s forgiveness for the sins of a life spent devoted
to the praise and service of worldly masters (al-Ghazz¬ and B®j‚r¬). At the
same time, this verse confirms our suggested reading of Part 1 Nas¬b Lyric-
Erotic Prelude, that the passions of youth and adolescent erotic suffering are
figurative expressions for worldly poetry—or vice versa, as the following verses
further confirm. At the same time, Part 9 reiterates the key elements of the
supplicatory ritual: vv. 141-144 recapitulate the pattern of nas¬bic youthful
passion that leads to sin and regret, followed by Self-Abasement in the form
of confession and repentance. Note, too, the insistence on the use of com-
mercial terms (vv. 143-144) which underline the concept of contractual
exchange, while at the same time contrasting the inevitably fraudulent and
losing/unprofitable commerce of this world with the success of the other-
worldly commerce—i.e., selling this world to gain the next. These mercan-
tile metaphors are reminiscent of and derived from religious discourse on
the subject, but also have a poetic precedent in lines such as al-BuΩtur¬’s
from his renowned poem on ¡w®n Kisr® (the Arch of Chosroes, in
Ctesiphon):

[11]

In my purchase of Iraq I was swindled,
After my selling Syria at a loss.49

48 See S. Stetkevych, “Pre-Islamic Poetry and the Poetics of Redemption,” pp. 33-37: and
S. Stetkevych, Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy, pp. 65-70.

49 D¬w®n al-BuΩtur¬, 2:1153; poem # 470, v. 6.
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The despair of self-abasement (“like a beast/sheep to the slaughter,” v. 141)
and the failure of worldly commerce yields to hope and praise in vv. 145-
148, with particular emphasis on pacts and their binding nature: v. 145
insists that between the poet and the Prophet, “my pact (Æahd¬) . . . is not
broken, . . . my bond (Ωabl¬) is not severed”; v. 146: the poet’s “covenant”
(dhimmah) is balanced with the Prophet’s “covenants” (dhimam); v. 148,
likewise, among many possible virtues, he chooses the Prophet’s honoring
his obligation to those who have sought his protection (al-j®r . . .
muΩtaram). In v. 149, the panegyric compact is reiterated yet again: as the
poet “binds” or “commits” himself to praising the Prophet, the Prophet
thereby becomes reciprocally “bound” or “committed” to the poet’s salva-
tion. The sense of this mutually binding obligation is expressed with utter
clarity in the Arabic through the jin®s (root-play) of æalzamtu (I bound
myself) in the first hemistich and multazim ([he was] bound, committed) in
the second, both deriving from the root l-z-m and evoking its core meanings
of clinging and sticking, obligation and duty.

The final couplet of Part 9 once again restates the panegyric pact, in a
way that makes explicit once more the distinction between court panegyric,
that is, worldly poetry, and mad¬Ω nabaw¬—the very distinction with which
v. 140 opened the section. Now, however, the poet begins with a straight-
forward line of praise: just as a heavy rain makes the flowers bloom even
on the driest hilltops, so too the boundless generosity of the Prophet reaches
even to the poorest hand. This leads, however, in v. 151, to the poet’s dis-
avowal of earthly rewards, as he insists that these flowers—the rewards for
his poetry that the Prophet would bestow—are not the flowers of this world,
like the lavish robes bestowed on Zuhayr (“little blossom”) ibn Ab¬ Sulm®
by his patron Harim ibn Sin®n, but rather the flowers of the world to
come—a synecdoche of the heavenly Garden, a spiritual reward.

Part 10: Fervent Prayer and Petition seals the poem and, in the context
of the present reading, also seals the contract that the poet has so explicitly
and insistently spelled out in Part 9. At this climactic point, the poet voices
what is undoubtedly the most emotive line of the poem. Abandoning the
“objective” third person of Part 9, the poet now turns directly to apostro-
phize the Prophet and, in an expression of total self-abasement, submission,
and helplessness, throws himself upon the mercy of the Prophet and begs
for his intercession:

Part X: Fervent Prayer and Petition

[12]

152. O most generous of all Creation, I have no one to turn to
But you, when the dreaded Day [of Judgment] comes.
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153. O Messenger of God, it will not offend your dignity [to help] me
When the Generous One is endowed with the name of the Avenger.

154. For indeed both this world and the next are from your generosity,
And our knowledge of the Pen and Tablet is from your knowledge.

155. O my soul, do not despair of pardon for a sin [however] great,
For grave sins in forgiveness are like venial ones.

156. I hope that my share of my Lord’s mercy, when He apportions it,
Will be in equal portion to my disobedience [and sins].

157. O my Lord, make sure my hope [for] Your [mercy] is not disappointed,
And make sure my account is not left unsettled.

158. Be gracious to your servant in both abodes, for his patience is weak:
Whenever terrors call out [to him], he flees.

159. And let the clouds of prayer from you rain down continuously upon the
Prophet

In heavy downpours and in steady rains
160. For as long as the eastern breeze stirs the boughs of the ben-tree

And the camel driver stirs his light-hued beasts with song.

As we witnessed elsewhere, both in this poem and in the examples of KaÆb
and al-N®bighah, the elements of praise, submission, confession, and sup-
plication are so intimately bound together as to be hard to isolate. Al-
B‚◊¬r¬’s plea for the Prophet’s intercession on his behalf on the Day of Judgment
is couched in terms familiar to us from traditional court panegyric: l. 152,
he seeks refuge; l. 153, he seeks to be included in the ranks of those pro-
tected by the mamd‚Ω/Prophet. Further, although in religious terms we are
dealing with a rite of pleading for intercession (shaf®Æah), in terms of the
poetic tradition, the poet is pleading for forgiveness and incorporation, to be
brought near, into the patron’s inner circle—in this case those who on the
Day of Judgment will be spared the horrors of Judgment and be lead under
the Prophet’s banner into the heavenly garden.50

The last six verses of the poem, vv. 155-160, signal a transition from
entreaty to the Prophet, which has preceded them, to a plea for mercy from
All®h himself and finally, the poem closes calling upon All®h to bless the
Prophet. This concluding passage constitutes a second, now more elevated,
supplication to All®h Himself, as the poet now places his hope in All®h 
(v. 156) and abases himself before Him. Once again, the tropes and diction
are those of hope and fear, and the mercantile image of Judgment as a bal-
ancing of accounts (v. 157) [which should remind us, after all, that
“redemption,” that most religiously laden of terms, is after all essentially a
commercial concept, and the Day of Reckoning (Yawm al-ºis®b) means
adding up the balance sheets]. Finally, the poem closes with the poet call-
ing upon All®h to bless the Prophet MuΩammad.

50 See Al-Q®¥¬ ÆIy®¥, Al-Shif®æ, 1:398-407 (pt. 1, ch. 3, sect. 8).
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The ritual and structural purpose of this begins to emerge if we follow
Annemarie Schimmel’s discussion of MuΩammad as intercessor, where she
states that the blessing of MuΩammad, most commonly in the formula “◊all®
All®hu Æalayhi wa-sallama” (termed ta◊liyah) is a ritually required element
of supplication: “The blessing has also been regarded as a necessary condi-
tion for the granting of a prayer of petition: ‘The personal supplication
(duÆ®) remains outside [the heavens] until the praying person utters the
blessing upon the Prophet.’”51 Although Schimmel makes no connection between
this and the classical court panegyric, those familiar with the poetic tradi-
tion will recognize that the poet’s duÆ®æ or benediction, calling Allah’s bless-
ing down upon the mamd‚Ω performs a similar function there. In terms of
our argument concerning ritual exchange, this means that part, indeed a req-
uisite part, of the poet’s (verbal, performative) gift to the patron is the bless-
ing—the power of which may be more palpable to us when we consider it
as the opposite of a curse. Further, we can now say, that the blessing and
boon are intimately linked together, both in the supplicatory panegyric
poetic tradition and in the supplicatory prayer.

In this case, al-B‚◊¬r¬ has subtly melded the religious and the poetic, the
ta◊liyah (blessing) of the Islamic Prophetic tradition with the most tradi-
tional duÆ®æ (benediction) of the panegyric qa◊¬dah tradition, that is, the
istisq®æ or prayer for rain. An example from a supplicatory panegyric by the
celebrated Umayyad poet al-Akhflal (d. ca. 92/710) will give us some idea
of the poetic pedigree of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s closing lines, and of the traditional
association of rain with fertility and abundance of every kind:52

[13]

52. May God water a land the best of whose people is Kh®lid,
With cloud whose spouts keep on disgorging abundant rain.

53. When the east wind cuts through its crotches,
Its water-laden lower parts flow like milk.

54. When the wind shakes it, it drags its trains,
Like the ponderous gait of newly-calved she-camels, tending their young.

55. Pouring incessantly, the lightning-bolts on its sides are like lamps aglow
in the darkness

Or the flanks of piebald steeds in panic bolting.

51 Schimmel, And Muhammad is His Messenger, p. 92; see also Al-Q®¥¬ ÆIy®¥, Al-Shif®æ,
2:137-176 (pt. 2, ch. 4, sects. 1-5).

52 From al-Akhflal’s l®miyyah ÆAf® W®siflun (W®sifl Lies Deserted), in Fakhr al-D¬n
Qab®wah, ed. ShiÆr al-Akhflal, Ab¬ M®lik Ghiy®th ibn Ghawth al-Taghlib¬, in the recension 
of al-Sukkar¬, 2d ed., 2 vols. (Beirut: D®r al-§f®q al-Jad¬dah, 1979), 1:1-34. For a translation
and analysis of the full poem, see S. Stetkevych, Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy, ch. 4: “Supplication
and Negotiation: The Client Outraged,” pp. 110-43.
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Al-B‚◊¬r¬’s closing line deserves some comment of its own. Its surface sense
is entirely clear: forever.

160. For as long as the eastern breeze stirs the boughs of the ben-tree
And the camel driver stirs his light-hued beasts with song.

On the literal level it also combines the elements of nature and culture—as
long as the easterly breeze blows through the boughs of the ben-tree and as
long as camel-drivers sing to hasten their camels along. But in a tradition
as rich as the Arabic one, these terms are all laden with further meanings
that have accumulated over the centuries. In the poetic tradition, the ◊ab® or
easterly breeze, whether blowing through the ben-tree or from the highlands
of Najd, is the breeze that bears the fragrance of the place where the poet’s
now distant beloved, or loved ones, dwell or dwelt, and that stirs the mem-
ory of the beloved in his heart.53 And, further, this then serves as a trope
for poetic inspiration. The ben-tree, too, has a complex history. As a trope
for the beloved, we have seen it already in v. 5—the image of the poet
spending the night sleepless remembering the fragrance of the ben-tree—i.e.,
of the supple figure of his beloved. In the post-classical period, the beloved
and with it the ben-tree, are transformed, first by Sufism into symbols of the
Divine (All®h as the Beloved), but then further from the 6th century Hijrah
on, to descriptions of the Prophet MuΩammad, the beloved of All®h. The
longing and memory that are stirred in the context of 7th century Hijrah
mad¬Ω nabaw¬ are for the visit to the city of the Prophet, Medina, and his
tomb, after the pilgrimage to Mecca.54

This further level of interpretation then colors our reading of the second
hemistich: the camel-driver assumes the identity, too, of a pilgrim headed to
the Holy Places and specifically to the city of the Prophet and his grave.
The song with which he hastens and delights the camels, which serve addi-
tionally or essentially as a metonymy for their riders, can then be nothing
other than mad¬Ω nabaw¬.55 The poem thus closes with an intriguing metapo-
etic and self-referential image that also reflects the exchange ritual that has
formed the axis of our argument and of our reading of the poem. For the
closing line comes to express a curious reciprocity or circularity: the poet
prays in a mad¬Ω nabaw¬ that All®h will rain His blessings upon the Prophet
for as long as the remembrance of the Prophet stirs poets to compose mad¬Ω
nabaw¬.

53 On ◊ab® and Najd, see J. Stetkevych, Zephyrs of Najd, ch. 3, esp. pp. 116-120, 128-132;
see also, S. Stetkevych, Ab‚ Tamm®m, pp. 326-27.

54 See above, note 45.
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Conclusion: From Text to Talisman

Now that we have unearthed the ritual-liturgical structure of the poem, we
are in a far better position to offer an assessment of its literary and religious
success. We have determined through a close analysis of the text in com-
parison with other supplicatory qa◊¬das, that al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah is themati-
cally structured as a ritual of supplication for the Prophet’s intercession on
the Day of Judgment and further, that the ritual of supplication is essentially
a ritual exchange—a mutually binding contract whereby the poet-supplicant
presents the qa◊¬dah to the supplicated mamd‚Ω who, in turn, must present
a counter-gift, i.e., grant the supplicant his wish. This finding is confirmed
by the statements repeated in the manuscripts and print editions of various
forms of the Burdah, that the author, translator, scribe, mukhammis (com-
poser of takhm¬s), etc., did this in the hope of intercession. It is this full
(and efficacious) ritual structure, as I see it, that allowed the Muslim faith-
ful to employ the poem in this way, i.e., as a liturgical text whose recita-
tion constituted a reenactment of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s experience of offering a gift of
praise to the Prophet and receiving in return the gift of spiritual transfor-
mation/healing. In other words, the supplicatory ritual structure, much more
than the religious content per se, meant that to recite (or imitate, translate,
copy, etc.) the poem was to perform a religious rite. The generation of the
myth of the cure and the mantle then has the effect of symbolically under-
lining the efficacy of this performative recitation. For a believer to read the
poem is an experience that leaves him spiritually cleansed or cured or
healed, and, in particular, renews his hope for the intercession of the
Prophet on Judgment Day and salvation in the world to come. The story
serves, as the Anglicans say of the Christian sacraments, as “an outward and
physical sign of an inward and spiritual grace.”

Surely the Sufis who have massively adopted this poem as part of their
mystical practice exercised great literary perspicacity in sensing that at the
root of the supplicatory-panegyric ritual is the idea of being admitted into
the presence and inner circle of the mamd‚Ω. They may have indeed origi-
nated the story of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s dream of reciting the poem before the Prophet,
i.e., that the poem of praise brought the poet into the mamd‚Ω’s presence—
an irresistible idea to the Sufis who employ the poem as a spiritual exercise
to do just that.

The performative concept of the efficacious word was then expanded,
metaphorically we would say, on the popular level to include cures and pre-
ventions other than the purely spiritual. For if the full Burdah poem can pro-
cure intercession and salvation when properly performed, it follows that its
parts should have their own special properties (kha◊®æi◊), that is spiritual or
psychological benefits of a more limited nature; and further, following the
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metaphorical relation between the poem and the story of its composition,
that is, the relation between the spiritual cure and the physical cure, that
specific parts of the poem should have specific properties to produce specific
physical benefits as well. Although the present discussion is confined to
understanding these matters in literary terms of metaphor, metonymy, and
synecdoche, the range of efficacy of the Burdah in traditional Islamic soci-
ety and the associative logic behind it suggest that our literary concepts are
grounded in broader psychological and psychosomatic experience.

The present study has focused on establishing the ritual supplicatory
structure of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah, derived from the supplicatory court pane-
gyric, as a major determinant of its performative liturgical function in a rit-
ual exchange of poem for prize and blessing for boon. It has argued that the
function of the story of its composition, including the dream vision of recit-
ing it to the Prophet and the miraculous cure, is to confirm the ritual efficacy
of the Burdah. Whereas modern literary critics, like myself, understand the
story as a metaphorical expression of the poem’s ritual and spiritual
efficacy, centuries of believers took the story quite literally, and sought to
employ the poem not only as a means to achieve a spiritual healing, but to
cure or prevent a wide range of psychological and physical ailments. Many
other aspects of al-B‚◊¬r¬’s Burdah remain to be explored: in terms of the
text itself—such as the rhetorical and polemic dimensions of Sections 4-8;
in terms of its preeminent place among the massive production of mad®æiΩ
nabawiyyah in post-classical Arabic poetry and other Islamic literatures; and
in terms of its poetic and literary progeny, such as takhm¬s®t, bad¬Æiyy®t, and
muÆ®ra¥®t. I hope to turn to some of these issues on other occasions.
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APPENDIX OF ARABIC TEXTS
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